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Abstract
In this thesis, we look at problems in Number Theory, specifically Diophan- 
tine Equations. We investigate Fermat Quartic curves, by presenting a set 
of methods to determine the existence of rational points on them. We also 
consider a method of resolving bielliptic curves of genus 2. We show that the 
method cycles for an infinite family of curves, and find an example where the 
method fails, however often it is repeatedly applied.
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Preface
This work was primarily motivated by examples in the papers [17] and [20]. 
We investigate problems in Diophantine equations. This subject has a deep 
history, with a rich body of both proof and conjecture. We consider the 
arithmetic of curves of genera 1,2 and 3, and combine some of the properties 
of each type of curve to resolve questions which arise.
In Chapter 1 we set out some of the basic concepts and terminology 
that will be used throughout. This includes details of Jacobians and their 
relationship to curves. We also provide some background relating to coverings 
which will be used in later chapters. As most of this is well known, results are 
stated, rather than proved explicitly, unless there is something to be gained 
from understanding the method of proof.
In Chapter 2 we will investigate Fermat Quartic curves of the form
4 , 4  4x + y  = cz ,
which are considered in [20] in response to a challenge of Serre mentioned 
in [27]. We extend the results in [20], where the authors detail one of the 
natural covering curves, by giving a description of the two other natural 
covering curves for c of the form c =  a4 +  b4 with a, b E Z, and provide 
examples of the most common types at each stage of the process of resolution. 
We present some numerical data for small values of c at the end of Chapter 
2.
Chapter 3 outlines the theory behind the bielliptic isogeny, giving more 
explicit derivations than there is in the literature. We consider this isogeny, 
by looking at the kernel and homomorphism properties of the related maps.
Chapters 4,5 deal with covering curves from [17]. We look at possible 
cycling effects of the algorithm (considered for a special case in [17]). We 
provide a general version of the method. We also give a family of examples 
where we show that multiple applications of the method repeat after a finite 
number of applications, and give a counterexample where the method does 
not work, however many times the method is repeatedly applied.
Appendix A outlines the idea of 2nd descent.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Basic concepts
Here we will outline some of the basic ideas that will be important throughout 
the future chapters. I have attempted to order the parts of this chapter so 
that the early concepts relate to early in the thesis, while the later ones 
relate to the final chapter. However, in order to move seamlessly from topic 
to topic, it has been essential to have some reordering. We first need to define 
algebraic varieties, and in particular curves and surfaces.
D efinition 1. Let AT be a perfect field (that is, every algebraic extension 
of K  is separable) and let K  be a fixed algebraic closure of K. Let An(K)  
and An(K)  denote affine n-space over K, K,  respectively. Given any ideal I  
of K[x  i , .. . , x n], we let V/ = {P  £ A n(K)  : / (P )  =  0 for all /  £ /}. An 
(affine) algebraic set is any set of the form Vj for some I. Given an (affine) 
algebraic set, the ideal of V  is given by
I (V)  =  { /  £ K[xu  / (P )  =  0 for all P  £ V}.
We say that V  is an (affine) algebraic variety if I(V)  is a prime ideal in 
K[xi , . . . ,  xn]. Let K(V)  denote the quotient field of K[xi , . . . ,  xn]/I(V).  
The dimension of an (affine) algebraic variety V  is the transcendence degree 
of K(V)  over K.  An (affine) curve or surface is an algebraic variety of
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dimension 1 or 2, respectively. We say that an (affine) algebraic set V  is 
defined over K  if I (V ) can be generated by polynomials in K[x \ , . . . ,  xn]. 
When V  is defined over K , the set of K-rational points of V  is the set 
V(K)  =  F f l A  n(K).
We can similarly define projective versions of the above definitions.
D efinition 2. Let AT be as in Definition 1 and let Fn(K ) and ^ ( K )  de­
note projective n-space over K, K,  respectively. We say that a polyno­
mial /  G K[X0, . . . ,  X n] is homogeneous of degree d if / ( XX0, . . . ,  XXn) = 
Adf ( X 0, . . . ,  X n) for all A G K. We say that an ideal I  of K[X0, . . . ,  X n) 
is homogeneous if it is generated by homogeneous polynomials. Given any 
homogeneous ideal /  of K[X0, . . . ,  X n], we let
Vj = {P  G Pn(K) : f (P)  = 0 for all homogeneous/ G /}.
A (projective) algebraic set is any set of the form Vj for some homogeneous I. 
Given a (projective) algebraic set, the ideal o fV  is the ideal in K[Xo,. . . ,  X n] 
generated by
{ /  G K[X 'o,. . . ,  X n] : f  is homogeneous and f (P)  =  0 for all P  G V}.
We say that V  is a (projective) algebraic variety if I(V)  is a prime ideal in 
K[X0, . . . ,  X n], Take any choice of An(K) c  Pn(K)  such that V nAn(K)  0;
then the dimension of the projective algebraic variety V  is defined to be the 
dimension of the affine algebraic variety V  fl An(K). A (projective) curve or 
surface is a (projective) algebraic variety of dimension 1 or 2, respectively. 
We say that a (projective) algebraic set V  is defined over K  if I(V)  can be 
generated by polynomials in K[X0, . . . ,  X n]. When V  is defined over K,  the 
set of K-rational points o fV  is the set V ( K ) =  V fl Pn(K).
We shall typically describe an algebraic variety V  by providing a specific 
set of defining equations for I (V ), and say that V  is given by (or defined by) 
these equations. All of the curves in this thesis are taken to be projective 
curves, even though we sometimes use affine equations /¿(aq,. . .  , xn) as a
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shorthand notation for their homogenisation (the equations FfiXo, . . . ,  X n) 
of the same degree, such that ^ ( l , ^ , . . .  , xn) =  f t(xu .. . , xn)). A curve 
F(X ,Y ,Z) =  0 is smooth if there does not exist a point P E P2(K)  at which 
F(P) = i f  (-P) =  f y (P) — | f  (P) =  0. A point at infinity on the curve 
will be a point on the projective curve with Z  =  0. We assume that all of 
our projective curves are smooth. We shall mainly be dealing with curves 
of genus 1 and 2. We shall not give a definition of genus here; the form 
of our curves will typically be in the hyperelliptic form C : Y 2 = F(X),  
where F(X)  has degree d =  3,4, 5, 6 and has nonzero discriminant. This 
has genus 1 when d = 3,4 (see Prop. 3.1(c) in Chapter III of [29] and p.35 
of [6]) and has genus 2 when d = 5, 6 (p.322 of [23]). There are no singular 
points on Y 2 = F(X)  when d =  3; there is a singular point at infinity when 
d = 4, 5,6. Recall that we shall always mean the corresponding projective 
smooth curve (see equation 1.1.5 on p.2 of [8] for an explicit set of defining 
equations). When d is odd, the point at infinity on Y 2 = F(X)  corresponds 
to one /^-rational point on the projective smooth model, which we’ll call oo, 
and which will always be a member of C(K). When d is even, the point at 
infinity on Y 2 =  F(X)  corresponds to two points on the projective smooth 
model (the two ‘branches’ at infinity), which we’ll call oo+ and oo~; these 
are in C(K)  exactly when the leading coefficient of F(X ) is in (K*)2.
In summary, when we write a curve C : Y 2 = F(X),  where F(X)  is of 
degree 3,4,5,6 and has nonzero discriminant, then this is a shorthand notation 
for the corresponding projective smooth curve, and the points in C(K) will 
be: the affine points (x, y) [where x , y  G K  satisfy y2 = F(x)\, together with 
oo [when d is odd] and oo+, oo-  [when d is even and the leading coefficient 
of F(X)  is in (AT*)2].
D efinition 3. For any field AT, we say that v : K  -> R  U {oo} is a valuation 
if:
v(a) =  oo 4=» o =  0, v(ab) =  v(a) +  v(b) for all o, b E A'*, and 
v(a + b) > min(z;(o), v(b)).
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Given any valuation v, there is a corresponding absolute value | |v defined 
by |a|v =  pv(~a\  where p is any fixed real number satisfying 0 < p < 1. Then 
|v : K  —> R satisfies:
Mu =  0 <£=> a =  0, \ab\v =  |a|„|6|„, and |a +  b\v < max(|a|,„ |6|„).
The completion of K  with respect to v, denoted K v, is the smallest field 
containing K  which is complete with respect to | |v. It is formally constructed 
as the set of Cauchy sequences in K  modulo the equivalence relation that 
(an) and (bn) axe equivalent if and only if \an - b n\v —> 0. It is easy to check 
(see, for example, Chapter 2 of [5]) that this is a field, that it contains a copy 
of K,  that the field operations of K  can be extended to K v and that the 
valuation v can be extended to Kv.
D efinition 4. A curve, defined over a number field K , is said to be every­
where locally solvable if it has points in every completion of K.
Since we are working primarily in Q, this means our curves will be every­
where locally solvable if there are points in every Qp and R, where Qp are 
the field of p-adic numbers. We recall what is meant by Qp.
Definition 5. Let p be a fixed prime and t some rational number, then we 
can write t as
t =  pr^ ,r , a, b e  Z b
and where p does not divide into a or b. We have a valuation vp(t) =  r  and 
the p-adic absolute value of t is
Mp =
The p-adic numbers Qp is the completion of Q with respect to this valuation.
Much of our work will involve the Picard group. We recall from the def­
inition on p.32 of [29] that Pic°(C) is the group of divisors D — J2pec nP-P) 
with np G Z, np =  0 for all but finitely many P  6 C and Ylpec nP = 0, mod­
ulo linear equivalence (the divisors of functions on the curve); furthermore,
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p ie^(C) is the subgroup of Pic°(C) fixed by all Galois action from K  to K. 
An abelian variety is a projective variety with the structure of an abelian 
group such that the multiplication and inverse maps are morphisms of pro­
jective varieties. Associated to any curve is also the Jacobian (variety) J, 
which is an abelian variety of dimension g. As a group, J(K)  is isomorphic 
to Pic^(C). The genus of a curve can be defined as the dimension of its Ja­
cobian variety. In genus 2, an explicit set of defining equations is given in [8] 
via a “blowing down” process, described fully in [25] and [32]. We shall not 
be making any use of the structure of the Jacobian as an algebraic variety, 
and we only require the Mordell-Weil group J (K ) of /^-rational points on 
the Jacobian which, as we have noted, is the same as Pic^-(C). Furthermore, 
we shall not require the fine details of the general definition of Pic^(C) (such 
as linear equivalence), since we shall only deal explicitly with the group law 
in two cases: genus 1 and genus 2, where there are well known ways of de­
scribing J(K)  and the group law. Any curve of genus 1 or 2 can be written 
in hyperelliptic form: y2 =  f(x).
For a curve of genus 1, the Jacobian J  is an elliptic curve, and so J  can be 
written as a smooth cubic curve. In this case, the group law is just given by 
the standard construction (as on p.55 of [29]), that three points sum to the 
identity when they are collinear. For genus 2, we have the following explicit 
description (see Chapter 8 of [8]).
Exam ple 1. Let us consider the genus 2 case. Let
C : y 2 = f 6x6 +  f 5x 5 + / 4x4 +  f 3x 3 +  f 2x 2 +  f lX +  / 0,
defined over some field K  of characteristic zero, where the discriminant is 
non-zero, represent a general genus 2 curve. When / 6 ^  0, we use oo+, oo~ 
to denote the points on the smooth curve that lie over the singular point 
at infinity on C. When Jq = 0 and so f 3 0, we let oo denote the point 
at infinity. Any member of J(K),  the A-rational points on the Jacobian, is 
represented by a divisor of the form Pi + P2 -  oo+ -  oo-  (or Pi + P2-  2oo), 
where PUP2 are points on C (possibly repeated) and either they are both 
Af-rational or are quadratic over K  (and conjugate). It is often convenient
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to abbreviate such a divisor as {P1,P2}, which gives a 1-1 correspondence 
with members of J(K),  except that all sets of the form {(x,y), (x, —y)} 
should be identified as O, the identity element of J{K).  Three members 
{.Pi, P2}, {Q1, Q2}, {Pi, P2} £ J(K)  sum to O when there is a function Y  = 
cubic in X  through Pi, P2> Q1, Q2, P i, R2 (with straightforward adjustments 
for special cases, such as repeated points).
The following Theorem is known as the Mordell-Weil Theorem and is 
proved, for example, in [34].
T heorem  1. Consider a curve of genus g defined over a number field K  with 
Jacobian J. Let J (K) tor denote the subgroup of elements of J(K)  of finite 
order. Then J(K) is finitely generated and so:
J (K ) »  J (K) tor x Zr .
We say that r is the rank of J(K).
There are a number of different ways we can tackle the calculation of 
the rank. The main ways to attack this problem involve a method known 
as descent. Briefly, this process involves looking at some associated alge­
braic varieties, known as homogeneous spaces. We have a set of these to 
consider. If they do not have points in every local completion then we can 
eliminate them from the process. As described, for example in Chapter 11 
of [8], there is an injection q : J (K) /2J(K)  —> M,  where M  is a known 
finite subgroup of a cartesian product of the multiplicative groups of the 
nonzero elements of number fields, modulo squares. Note that, if we have 
computed J (K) tor then we can deduce the rank from J(K) /2J(K) ,  using 
J (K) /2J (K)  ~  J (K) tor/2J(K) tor x (Z/2Z)r. The question of whether a 
given d G M  is in the image of q is equivalent to deciding whether an associ­
ated space Hd has a P-rational point. We can bound the size of J(K) /2J(K)  
[and hence the rank r] by finding all d e M  such that Hd has points defined 
over every completion of K.  We shall refer to this as the 2-Selmer bound on 
the rank of J(K)  (see Chapter 11 of [8] for further details of this process). 
Problems occur when there are points in every completion, but still there
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are no /^-rational points. This is known as failure of the Hasse principal. 
We shall not focus on these methods of descent, however they are described 
completely in [29],[30] and [38] -  the latter implementing an idea of 2nd de­
scent which is outlined in Appendix A. There are various programs (for 
example [38],[40]) which compute the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of elliptic 
curves and the Jacobians of curves of genus 2.
The following conjecture will be applied in some cases when, even though 
we have been unsuccessful in finding the rank of a curve, we have still found 
an upper bound on the 2-Selmer bound on the rank. The following parity 
conjecture can be found in many sources, such as [6] and is used in the 
computer package [38].
C onjecture  1. Let J  be the Jacobian of a curve, defined over a number 
field K . I f  the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of J(K) is even, then the actual 
rank is even; if the 2-Selmer bound on the rank is odd, then the actual rank 
is odd.
Let Ai, A 2 be abelian varieties. A morphism of abelian varieties 0 : A\ —> 
A2 is a morphism of projective varieties which is also a group homomorphism. 
Such a morphism 0 is an isogeny if it is surjective and has a finite kernel. We 
say that Ai and A 2 are isogenous if there exists an isogeny from A x to A2; 
one can check that isogeny is an equivalence relation. An abelian variety is 
reducible if it is the product of two abelian varieties of positive dimension.
1.2 A detailed look at Jacobians and covers
In this section we will look a bit more into how a Jacobian relates to a curve, 
and how covers can be used to relate questions about finding C(K) to that 
of finding rational points on associated collections of curves.
1.2.1 The Abel-Jacobi Map
Suppose that a curve C is defined over K. Recall that, as a group, J(K)  
is isomorphic to Pic^(C). Suppose that C(K) is nonempty, and that we
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fix a point P0 £ C(K). Then P h  [ P -  P0] (the divisor class containing 
P  -  P0) is an injection of C(K) into J(K).  When C has genus 2, note that 
[-P- -ffo] == [P+Q o-oo+-o o “] =  {P, Qo}, in the notation of Example 1, where 
Qo is the image of P0 under the hyperelliptic involution (x , y) i—► (x, —y).
1.2.2 Covers of Curves
Most of this background in covers is from the beginning of Chapter 2 of [33], 
however I have chosen to limit the theory to that over Q, rather than a 
general number field K  as the author in [33] deals with, since in this thesis 
all covers will be over Q.
D efinition 6. Let C be a curve defined over Q with a Jacobian, J. A cover 
of C is a surjective map from a curve V  onto C. We say that the cover V  —> C 
hits the point P  £ C(Q) if P  is in the image of D(Q).
We also require the idea of a collection of these covers since one single V  
may not hit all points of C.
D efinition 7. Let C be a curve defined over Q with a Jacobian, J. Then we 
define a covering collection for C over Q to be a set {T>i —> £} of Q-rational 
covers of C in a single isomorphism class, such that every point of C(Q) is hit 
by a point in some T>i(Q).
The problem of finding the set of rational points on C becomes instead 
the problem of finding the rational points on each of the covers. One method 
for obtaining covers is by using an isogeny defined over Q, from an Abelian 
variety A  to the Jacobian J. Suppose we are given an abelian variety A, 
defined over Q, and a Q-rational isogeny 0 : A  —> J  of degree d (that is, 
the kernel has order d). Suppose also that P0 £ C(Q) and that we have 
computed J(Q)/</>(A(Q)) =  { D i , . . . , D n}. Let C* be the image of C in J  
under the embedding P h  [P -  P0] -  D,, and let be the pullback of C{ 
to A  via 0. Then Theorem 3.3 of [33] shows that X>i is a covering collection 
for C; in order to find C(Q), it is sufficient to find every Dj(Q).
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Chapter 2
Fermat Quartics
The Fermat quartic curves a X 4 +  bY4 =  cZ4 and, in particular, the special 
cases
V c : X 4 +  Y 4 =  cZ 4,
for c G Z, not divisible by the fourth power of a prime, have been studied, for 
example, in [10],[27],[20]. In [20], the authors solve a problem first mentioned 
by Serre in [27]. The problem concerns the number of rational points on the 
curve
V 17 : A 4 +  F 4 = 17Z4,
i.e. the case when c =  17. They use covering techniques to solve the problem. 
We will consider a method which attempts to decide whether the general form 
of V  has rational points, and then go on to specialise for when we have a 
guaranteed rational point, and see how we can attempt to find all the rational 
points. Also, we will often switch between the projective form and the affine 
form where the meaning is obvious from the context.
2.1 Approaches to finding rational points on 
the curve V
The first approach to finding the rational points on V  is to ensure the curve 
has points in every local field. Since we are looking for points in Q, this
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involves ensuring that there are points in every Qp and M. This will eliminate 
some of the c.
Exam ple 2. Consider the case c =  3. The curve X 4 +  Y 4 =  3 has no point 
in Qs- So immediately we have that there are no Q-rational points.
Proof. Let X ,Y  £ Q5 satisfy X 4 + Y 4 =  3. First consider the case when 
1*1«, l^ls < 1- Then X 4 = 0,1 and y 4 =  0,1 modulo 5, and so X 4 + Y 4 ±  3.
If either |s or |y|5 is > 1 then we must have |X|s — |y |5 (since otherwise 
| ^ 4 +  y 4|5 would equal the maximum of \X%  and \Y\5 and so could not 
equal |3|5 =  1), say that |X |5 = |y|5 = 5fc for some k > 0. Then we 
can write X  =  a /5fc, Y  = b/5fc for some a, b with |a |5 =  |&|5 =  1. Then 
a4 +  b4 = 3 • 54fe =  0 modulo 5. But a4 = b4 = 1 modulo 5, a contradiction. I
Clearly the same argument rules out any c =  3 (mod 5). Recall from 
Section 1 of [20], where local considerations give that: any odd prime p 
dividing c must satisfy p = 1 (mod 8); furthermore c =  1,2 (mod 16), 
c ^  3,4 (mod 5), c ^  7,8,11 (mod 13), c ^  4,5,6,9,13,22,28 (mod 29).
The next approach is natural, in that we consider the Jacobian of V, 
which we denote J(T>). This Jacobian is reducible, and in fact is isogenous 
to the product of elliptic curves. We have a Jacobian of dimension 3. We 
can take advantage of the fact that there are the maps
uq : (X, Y, Z ) i ► (X2, y z ,  Z 2), u/J : (.X, Y, Z) »  (Y2, XZ ,  Z 2) 
from V  to the genus 1 curve X X) and the map
u>2:(X,Y,Z)^(X2,XY,Z2)
from V  to the genus 1 curve J^2, where
7 X : X 2Z2 + Y 4 =  cZ4, 
X 2 :X* +  Y 4 =  cX 2Z 2,
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which in turn have respective Jacobians given, up to isogeny, by the elliptic 
curves
£1 : y2z = x3 — cxz2,
£2 : y2z =  x3 +  c2x z2.
There are two ways we can verify this. One way is to construct 2-to-l maps px 
from F  to £\ and P2 from F  to £2, given by
pi : (X, Y, Z) ( - y 2, X Y, Z 2),
P2 : ( X , Y , Z ) - > ( c Y 2,c2Y Z , X 2).
Each pi (for i — 1,2) induces a 2-isogeny of Jacobians, given by []T P]
where [ ] denotes divisor class modulo linear equivalence. The 
kernel, for the case i -  1 is given by the identity and [(0,7,1) -  (0, -7 ,1)], 
where 7 is a fixed fourth root of c (which is a point of order two on the Jaco­
bian 0f.F1; note that the other choices of 7 merely give other representatives 
of the same divisor class). Similarly the kernel, for the case i =  2 is given by 
the identity and [(1,7', 0) -  (1, -7 ',  0)], where 7' is a fixed fourth root of -1 . 
In any case, we shall not make any use of the fact that the above maps are 
2-isogenies; the important comment is that, for ¿ =  1,2, any rational point 
on F  gives a rational point on £{, and that the map induced on the Jacobian 
by the rational map is an isogeny, and so the rank of £{ is the same as the 
rank of the Jacobian of F -  Note that, given a point (U,V,W) on £x it is 
easy to find all of the preimages on F , since - Y 2 =  U , X Y  = V, Z 2 = W  
gives (Y/Z)2 =  -U /W  and so only two choices for the ratio Y¡Z\ also, 
X /Y  =  —V/U  is fixed, and so there are only two possibilities for the preim­
age (X , y, Z), showing that pi is a 2-to-l map from T x to £x. Similarly, given 
a point (U, V, W) on £2 it is easy to find all of the preimages on F ,  since 
cY2 = U, c2Y Z  =  V, X 2 = W  gives ( X / Y ) 2 — cW/U  and so only two choices 
for the ratio X / Y ; also, Y /Z  =  cU/V  is fixed, and so there are only two 
possibilities for the preimage (X, Y,Z),  showing that p2 is a 2-to-l map from 
F  to £2. It is similarly easy to find preimages under the maps u x : T> —> F ,  
uj[ : V  —> F  and u 2 : T> —► F-
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The other way is to use Weil’s Method from [35] where the author gives 
a formula for calculating the Weierstrass form of the Jacobian;
C • y = a0x4 +  axx 3 +  a2x2 +  a3x  -f- 04,
has Jacobian
J ' C2 =  4£3 — i£ — j,
i — Oo®4 — 40 i 03 +  3a%,
j  =  a 0a 2a 4 +  2 o ia 2o3 -  a 0a 2 -  a4a2 -  a\.
So, for our T \, we “choose” Z  to go to Z  =  1 to put us into affine form, and 
for our -F2, we “choose” X  to go to X  — 1 to put us into affine form (and 
divide through by c) to get T 2 in affine form as:
X 2 =  - Y 4 + c,
which are in the required form to use Weil’s formula (on replacing ‘y ’ with X  
and V  with Y  for T 2, and replacing y  with Z  and V  with Y  for T 2). In the 
case of T x we will have a0 = -1 , a4 =  c, and ai = a2 = a3 = 0, and so (from 
Weil’s formula) i = -c , j  = 0. In the case of T 2 we will have a0 = a4 = i , and 
ax = a2 =  a3 =  0 and so (from Weil’s formula) i = 1 /c2, j  = 0. Substituting 
these into Weil’s formula gives that the Jacobians of T X, T 2 are
Ji ■ t 2 = 4 ?  + ct;,
J i -  C2 = 4i3 -  4«.
respectively. Now note that, taking x  =  4£, y =  4C transforms Jx to
J[ : y2 = x3 + 4cx,
and that Sx is 2-isogenous to J[ under the standard 2-isogeny (see, for ex­
ample, p.302 of [29]) from any curve of the form y2 =  x 3 +  A x2 +  Bx  to
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y2 = x 3 -  2A x2 +  (A2 -  4B)x.
Similarly, taking x = 4c2£, y = 4c3 (  transforms J2 to
J ' : y 2 =  x3 -  4c2x ,
and that 82 is 2-isogenous to J2 under the same standard 2-isogeny.
One can check that the pull backs of the regular differentials on 8\ and 82 
are linearly independent on J(T>), for which it is sufficient to show that the 
pullbacks to V  are linearly independent, as has been done on p.67 of [27]. 
Therefore we have that J{T>) is isogenous to the product of 3 Jacobians 
above, given by the elliptic curves stated. We can write
J(D ) «  8\ x 8\ x 82.
Whenever we have Mordell-Weil rank of 0 for £j(Q) for either i =  1 or i =  2, 
then we can compute the preimages on V  under o pi of the members of 
8i(Q). This will be a finite set of points on V,  and we can inspect which of 
these are rational in order to find T>(Q).
Exam ple 3. Consider the value c = 2. The curve V  : X 4 +  Y 4 = 2Z4 
has points in every Qp and E. We can also see that there are 4 obvious 
points, namely (1, ±1, ±1). It is relatively simple to show that these are all 
possible rational points, as follows. Taking 82 for this value of c gives the 
elliptic curve y2z =  x 3 + 4xz2. It is quite a simple process (which we have 
checked using [38]) to show that S2(Q) has rank 0 and that the list of torsion 
points is {(0,1,0), (0,0,1), (2, ±4,1)}. Composing the maps oj2 : T> 
and p2 : T 2 —> 82 gives the 4-to-l map
P20 u>2 : V - > 82 : (X, Y, Z ) (cX 2Y 2, c2i y z 2, X 4) = (c X Y 2, c2F Z 2, X 3).
The point (0,1,0) € £2(Q) has preimages (0, ± 7 ,1), (0, ±¿7,1) on V,  where 7 
is any fixed choice of fourth root of 2; none of the points are defined over Q. 
Similarly, the point (0,0,1) G £2(Q) has preimages (± 7 ,0,1), (±¿7 ,0,1) 
on V,  and again none of these points are defined over Q. Finally, the points 
(2, ±4,1) € £2(Q) have preimages (1, ±1, ±1), (1, ±1, ±*) on V,  and only
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(1, ±1, ±1) are defined over Q. We have shown therefore that X 4-\-Y4 = 2Z4 
has only the obvious rational points (1, ±1, ±1).
It is interesting to note how important a role J-x plays. The following 
lemma shows its occurrence as a homogeneous space for £x, and in fact it is 
the most “crucial” homogeneous space that requires consideration.
Lem m a 1. Consider the genus 1 curve T x : X 2Z 2 +  Y 4 = cZ4, which has 
Jacobian isogenous to £x : y2 — x{x2—cz2). ThenTx occurs as a homogeneous 
space of S \ . Since all rational points on V  are mapped to points on T x, then 
tf F X(Q) =  0 we have V(Q)  =  0.
Proof. The second part of this, namely that if ^ i(Q ) =  0 we have Z>(Q) =  qi>, 
is obvious. To show the fact that T x occurs as a homogeneous space, recall 
(see p.63 of [6]) that for a general elliptic curve of the form y2 — x(x2+ax+b), 
a homogeneous space of this curve is the locally solvable quartic rv4 +  av2 + 
7 = u2, where r\b. Our curve, Sx, is, in affine form, y2 = x 3 — cx = x(x2 — c). 
So this curve has homogeneous spaces of the form rv4 + ^r = u2, where r| — c. 
Clearly we will have r  = —1 as a homogeneous space. This will be the 
equation —v4 + c = u2, which is an affine form of T x. ■
The next logical approach is to consider higher ranks. If the curve Sx 
has rank 1, then there is a method of Dem’janenko and Manin (mentioned 
in [10]) which is applicable when the rank of the group of morphisms of V  
into some elliptic curve exceeds the rank of this elliptic curve. This case is 
extremely rare, and in cases I have found where this might be applicable, it 
is possible to use a 2nd descent (as outlined in Appendix A).
Exam ple 4. We will consider the example c =  2642. This is the first example 
of its type, where we have to use second descents (as outlined in Appendix A) 
to show that ^ i(Q ) = 0, which in turn shows that T>(Q) =  0. Doing a normal 
descent via isogeny, we find that the homogeneous space of y2 = x(x2-  2642) 
which is T x, can not be resolved by either Qp or E arguments, that the rank 
is bounded above by 3, and that the rank being 1 would imply that this 
homogeneous space would have no rational points. So, we can apply the 2nd
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descent as outlined in Appendix A to resolve this space (which has equation 
—v4 + 2642 =  u2). Note that [38] computes the rank as 1, and proves after a 
second descent that — v4 +  2642 =  u2 has no rational points. The techniques 
for these ranks are entirely standard elliptic curves techniques, and are all 
obtained by commands in standard packages, such as Apecs [38].
As stated, it is also possible to apply the method of Manin-Dem’janenko 
(for instance if 2nd descent was unsuccessful), however this is extremely rare 
and of all cases I have checked (with c < 20000) at no time was this method 
required. For completeness, it is worthwhile to briefly mention it. We start 
with a curve and consider when this curve admits morphisms into some 
elliptic curve(s) (as our T)c does). If the rank of this group of morphisms 
exceeds the rank of the curve then the method can be applied. This can 
produce a very effective upper bound on the heights of rational points on our 
original curve. Unfortunately the Fermat quartics we are looking at do not 
allow use of this technique.
Another such bounding technique is presented in the following classical 
result of Chabauty [9]
T heorem  2. Let C be a curve of genus g defined over a number field K , 
whose Jacobian has Mordell-Weil rank < g -  1. Then C has only finitely 
many points.
Of course, the result is known to be unconditionally true (with no con­
dition on the rank) by Falting’s Theorem [11], but Chabauty’s method gives 
an explicit bound on the total number of rational points of a curve, which 
often turns out in practice to be sharp (see [15]). The argument is p-adic 
and each value of p produces a different bound so there are effectively in­
finitely many chances of applying the technique. There are also practical 
techniques in the literature (such as [15]), which describe explicitly how to 
use Chabauty’s Theorem to obtain bounds on the number of rational points. 
As our curves V c are genus 3 (since it is a smooth plane quartic, and any 
smooth plane curve of degree d has genus (d -  1 )(d -  2)/2; see pages 41,43 
of [29]), Chabauty is directly applicable to the curve V c only when the rank
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is < 2. However since J(VC) is isogenous to £x x £x x S2 as above, this is 
equivalent to £x having rank 0 or <?2 having rank 0 while Sx has rank 1.
So if we were to list values of c, we have some machinery with which 
we can treat these cases. If at first local considerations are unsuccessful at 
resolving then we can attempt a number of methods by considering maps 
to various genus 1 curves. However not all the curves will have the required 
ranks low enough. In the next section we will investigate how we can proceed 
if we know for certain that we have at least one rational point on T>.
2.2 A covering approach for c = p =  a4 + b4 
where p is prime
In [8], associated curves of genus 5 and 2 are found, and it is shown that it 
is sufficient to find the rational points on the curves of genus 2 in order to 
find £>(Q). This was used in [20] to solve the case p = 17. We will present 
the other two covers for c =  p = a4 +  bA where p  is a prime, which have not 
previously been described.
2.2.1 Covering curves
Prom [20] the authors find a curve of genus 5 which covers a curve of genus 2 
of the form
y2 =  G1(x )G2(x )G3(x ),
where
Gi{x) = (a + b f x 2 -  4(o2 + ab + b2)x +  2(a +  6)2,
G2(x ) = (a -  b)2x 2 + 4(a2 -  ab + b2)x  +  2(a -  b)2,
G3(x) — x 2 - 2 .
We will imitate the methods in [20] to obtain the other covers.
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2.2.2 Second cover
As before, suppose that c = p = a4 + b4 where p is a prime, and that 
(X,Y ,Z)  £ V,  where X , Y , Z  £ Z and we have removed any nontrivial 
common factors, so that the highest common factor of X,Y,  Z  is 1.
We can write the general form of the curve V  as
{(cZ2 + <fi1(X,Y)) (cZ2 -  M X , Y ) ) }  = M * , Y ) 2, (2.1)
where
d>1 = (a2X 2 + b2Y 2),
= (a2Y 2 -  b2X 2).
The 2 factors on the LHS of the above equation do not have any common 
zeros on our curve V.  We can therefore write as a double cover a pair of 
equations
(cZ2 + M X , Y ) )  = dR2, 
d R \c Z 2 -  M X , Y ) )  = M X , Y ) 2.
Every rational point of V  can be lifted to a rational point on this pair of 
equations for some value of d. Also, the resultant of the 2 factors on the left 
hand side, together with the right hand side, of (2.1) is 2c, and so the highest 
common factor is at most 2c.
By considering V  modulo 4, we see that we cannot have both X, Y  odd 
(since then X 4 +  Y 4 would be congruent to 2 (mod 4) and cZ4 would be 0 
mod 4), and we cannot have both X, Y  even, since then Z would be even, 
contradicting the fact that the highest common factor of X, Y, Z  is 1. So, Z  
is odd, exactly one of X, Y  is odd, with the other even. Also, exactly one of 
a, b is odd and the other is even. Note also that
(a2X 2 + b2Y 2)(a2Y 2 +  b2X 2) = c(X2Y 2 +  a2b2),
so that at least one of a2X 2 +  b2Y 2, a2Y 2 +  b2X 2 is divisible by c. For 
the following, we can exchange X  and Y , if necessary, to guarantee that
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a2X 2 + b2Y 2 is divisible by c, or we can exchange X  and Y, if necessary, 
to guarantee that a2X 2 + b2Y 2 is odd, but we cannot necessarily do both 
of these simultaneously. We shall opt for swapping X  and Y , if necessary, 
to guarantee that a2X 2 + b2Y 2 is divisible by c (which means that we shall 
have no control over whether it is also odd). We now have that each of the 
two factors on the left hand side of (2.1) is divisible by c. Since the highest 
common factor is at most 2c, we have that the highest common factor is 
either 2c or c. This contrasts with the cover in [8] (p.187) and [20], where 
it was possible to guarantee the parity by (if necessary) swapping X  and Y, 
and to guarantee c as a common factor by (if necessary) negating X  or Y . 
This means that we shall end up with two genus 2 curves to consider, rather 
than 1.
For the case when the two factors on the left hand side of (2.1) have 2c 
as the highest common factor, we can write
cZ2 + 4> i =  2c#2, (2.2)
cZ2 -  <pi = 2c#2, (2.3)
fa =  2 cRS, (2.4)
for some R, S. We now want to rewrite these 3 equations as another set 
of 3 equations such that each is of the form square =  F(R, S ), where F  is 
some function in R  and S. For this case, this is quite simple as, by using 
equations (2.2),(2.3),(2.4), we find that
(2.2) +  (2.3) =► Z 2 =  (# 2 +  # 2), (2.5)
((2.2) -  (2.3)) x 62 +  ((2.4) x 2a2) =► Y 2 = 2a2R S  +  b2(R2 -  # 2), (2.6)
and
X 2 =  a2(# 2 -  S2) -  2b2RS. (2.7)
This means we have 3 quadratic equations in P4, a curve whose genus we 
do not require (it is stated on p.189 of [8] that the genus is 5; we do not 
require that fact here). Using the map (R , S ,X ,Y ,Z )  >-* (R , S , T ), where
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T = X Y Z / S 2, and using that the product of the left hand sides is equal to 
the product of the right hand sides, this curve covers a curve of genus 2,
T 2S 4 = ( a \R 2 -  S2) -  2b2 RS)(2a2 R S  +  b2{R2 -  S 2)){R2 +  S 2).
We can write this in affine form (taking S = 1, R = x  and T  = y)
C : y 2 = H1(x)H2(x )H3(x), (2.8)
with
Hi(x) =  a2x 2 — 2b2 x — a2,
H2(x ) = b2x 2 +  2a2£ — 62,
H3(x ) = x 2 + 1.
In the case when the two factors on the left hand side of (2.1) have highest 
common factor c, we simply remove the factors of 2 on the right hand sides 
of each of (2.2),(2.3),(2.4). This has the effect of giving
c ' : y2 =  2H1(x)H2(x )H3(x). ( 2.9)
In order to compute V(Q),  when c is prime, it is therefore sufficient to 
compute C(Q) and C'(Q) for the above two curves C,C' of genus 2.
2.2.3 Third cover
For the final cover, we write the general form of the curve V  as 
{(cZ2 + ^ ( X ,  Y))(cZ2 -  fa(X,  Y)) = 2(ip2(X, Y) )2
with
Vd =  ((o2 -  b2) X 2 +  2abXY  + (b2 -  a2) Y 2),
= (abX2 + (b2 -  a2) X Y  -  abY2).
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Once again we continue in exactly the same way. After similar calculations, 
we get a similar situation to the previous part, where we have that the genus 2 
curves relating to this cover are of the form
Cd'=y2 =  dJi(x)J2(x),
where d is a factor of 2c and where:
J\(x) = x 2 +  2,
M x ) = l\XA -f- l2X^  +  l8X2 +  l^X +  l\
h = a4 +  2a262 + b4,
h = 8 ab3 — 8 a3b,
h = 12a4 — 24a262 +  1264,
k = 16a36 — 16a63,
h = 4a4 +  8a262 +  4b4.
2.3 Examples using the covers
So, we have provided the general form for the covers which can be used to 
help resolve the Fermat Quartic for the family of values of c where c is prime 
of the form c =  a4 + b4. However, we can in fact extend this c to any number 
of the form c =  a4 +  64; that is, remove the condition of primality. We 
again get a set of genus 2 curves for each cover, which are all twists (that 
is, birationally equivalent over C but not over Q). So geometrically they 
are the same curve. We illustrate this with the example c =  82, which can 
be written as c =  l 4 T  34 and is both the only value of c ^  100 which is 
composite that requires using this genus 2 covering technique and the next 
on the list of unresolved cases (c = 17 and c =  82 are the first two values 
of c which cannot be resolved using either local arguments on V  or a map to 
a rank 0 elliptic curve, and c =  17 was solved in [20]). We will illustrate the 
example c = 82 using the cover from [20]. Then we will also give examples of 
how to obtain the second cover (above) with the example c = 1 7 = l 2 +  22.
Exam ple 5. We look at the curve V 82- Using notation from [20] we have the 
Jacobian of V 82 reducible to £x x £ 1 x £ 2. With the case of 82 we can perform
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usual techniques to see that £\ has rank 3 and £2 has rank 2. Therefore we 
are unable to deduce immediately what the Q-rational points on £>82 are. 
Since [20] only discusses the case when c is prime, we need to work back 
through their cover to extend to the case c =  82.
The equation for the curve X>82 can be written as
(82Z2 +  (10*2 -  6XT +  10T2)}{82Z2 -  (10X2 -  6 X Y  + lOT2)}
= -2 (3 X 2 -  10XY  +  3T2)2. (2.10)
Call this version V 82. The two factors on the left-hand side of this do not 
have any common zeros on V 82. Thus the double cover of V 82 is given by 
the pair of equations
82Z2 + (10X2 -  6 X Y  +  10Y 2) =  dR2,
dR2{82Z2 -  (10X2 -  6 X Y  +  10y2)} =  -2 (3X 2 -  10X Y  +  3 y 2)2.
Every rational point on X>82 can be lifted to a rational point on this cover 
for some d G Z. The resultant of the two factors on the left hand side, 
together with the right hand side, of T)82 is 328 and so there will be no 
rational solutions unless d divides 328. Let (X, Y, Z ) be a rational point 
on :D82. We may take X , Y , Z  to be coprime integers. We can consider the 
equation X 4 +  Y 4 = 82Z 4 reducing modulo 4. This tells us that the RHS 
is congruent to 0 if Z is even and congruent to 2 if Z is odd. The only way 
to have the LHS congruent to 0 mod 4 is for X , Y  to be even, forcing Z  
also to be even, and this contradicts X, Y, Z  being coprime. Therefore we 
deduce that Z  must be odd. Also, since Z  is odd, the only way to have 
the LHS congruent to 2 mod 4 is with X  and Y  both odd too. Therefore we 
have immediately that any Q-rational points on V S2 must have X , Y , Z ^ 0  
mod 2. Now let us consider the expression (9X2 — Y 2) (X 2 — 9Y2); reducing 
this expression mod 82 (and using the fact that X 4 +  Y 4 = 82), we get
(3* - Y ) ( X -  3Y)(3X + Y ) ( X  +  3Y) = 9(X4 + Y 4) -  82X 2Y 2 = 0 mod 82
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which means
(3X - Y ) ( X -  3Y)(3X + Y) (X  + 3Y) = 0 mod 2,
and
(3X -  Y) (X  -  3 r)(3X  +  Y ) ( X  + 3Y) =  0 mod 41.
This implies that
(3X -  Y ) ( X  -  3Y) = 0 mod 41 or (3X +  Y ) ( X  +  3Y) = 0 mod 41.
Replacing Y  with —Y,  if necessary, we can assume that (3X — Y ) ( X  — 3Y)  =  
0 mod 41, and so the right hand side of (2.10) is divisible by 41. It follows 
from (2.10) that 10X2 — 6X Y  + 10Y 2 is also divisible by 41 and so each of 
the factors of the left hand side of (2.10) is divisible by 41.
Note that, since X  and Y  are odd, the right hand side of (2.10) is divisible 
by 8, so at least one of the factors on the left hand side is divisible by 4. Since 
these factors differ by a multiple of 4, both factors are divisible by 4. It follows 
that we can assume d = 164 or 328. We consider each case separately.
2.3.1 The case d=164
We have the equations
82Z2 + (10X2 -  6 X Y  + 10Y 2) = 164R 2,
82Z2 -  (10X2 -  6 X Y  + 1 0 r2) =  -328S 2,
3X2 -  10X Y  + 3 r 2 =  164RS, 
for some integers R, S] that is
(X -  Y f  = 28R S  +  AR2 +  8S 2,
{X + Y ) 2 =  16R2 -  52R S  +  3252,
Z 2 = R2 -  2S2.
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These equations cover the genus 2 curve
T 2S 4 =  (16R 2 -  52R S  +  32S2)(4R2 +  28R S  + 8S'2) (I?2 -  2S2).
We write this genus 2 curve in affine form
Ci : y2 = (16a;2 -  52a; +  32) (4a;2 +  28a; +  8) (a:2 -  2).
2.3.2 The case d=328
We have the equations
82Z2 + (10X2 -  6 X Y  +  10y2) =  328R 2,
82Z 2 -  (10X2 -  6 X Y  +  10y2) =  -656S2,
3X2 -  lo w y  + 3 y 2 =  328RS,
for some integers R, 5; that is
(X  -  Y ) 2 = 56R S  + 8R 2 +  1652,
(X  + y ) 2 =  32i?2 -  104i?5 +  64S'2,
Z2 =  2R 2 -  452.
These equations cover the genus 2 curve
T 2S4 =  (32R 2 -  104R S  +  6452)(8i?2 +  56R S  + 16S2)(R2 -  2S 2).
If we can show that the only rational points on this genus 2 curve (and those 
on the genus 2 curve Cx in the last section) are those with S  = 0 then we 
could deduce that the only points on V 82 are the obvious ones (over Q of 
course). We write this genus 2 curve in affine form
C2 : y 2 = (32a;2 -  104a; +  64)(8a;2 +  56a; +  16)(2a;2 -  4).
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These curves relate to the method outlined in [20]. If we wanted to describe 
completely the rational points of this curve, we can not use Chabauty unfor­
tunately because the rank of the Jacobian of each curve over the rationals 
is 2 and thus we would have to use the method in Flynn-Wetherell [20] com­
pletely (which works in the field Q(>/2, y/c)) to find, say, Cj(Q). However, 
the descent over this number field (for c =  82) was beyond the capabilities of 
packages such as Magma [40], and so it was not possible to resolve the case 
c =  82 in this way.
For our next example we will consider c =  17, 82, using the new covers.
Exam ple 6. We consider the curve V 17 so we can choose c =  a4 +  b4 = 17 =  
l4 +  24, so without loss of generality, a = 1, b = 2. Taking (2.8),(2.9), for the 
case when a =  1, b = 2 gives:
C : y2 =  (x2 -  8x -  l)(4x2 +  2x -  4)(:r2 +  1).
C' - y 2 = 2(x2 - 8 x -  l)(4z2 +  2x -  4)(x2 +  1).
We can now attempt to work out the rank of this curve. Using Magma [40] 
gives the rank of the Jacobian as 2, in each case, and so Chabauty’s theorem 
is not applicable.
For the curve V 82 we can use a = 1, b = 3 (since 82 =  l 4 +  34) and then 
take (2.8),(2.9), for the case a =  1, b — 3, giving:
C : y 2 = (x2 -  18a; -  l)(9a;2 +  2x -  9)(z2 +  1).
C ': y 2 = 2(x2 -  18x -  l)(9x2 + 2x -  9)(rr2 +  1).
Again, the rank of each J(Q) is 2. Furthermore, if we attempt to imitate [20] 
by computing ranks over Q (^2, y/c) we find that Magma [40] is unable to 
perform the computation. Therefore our new covers do not currently resolve 
any new values of c, but they have the potential to do so later when computing 
power improves to the point where ranks over these number fields becomes 
possible.
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2.4 Summary of how to attem pt to find all 
rational points on V
In the final section of this chapter, we will give a review of the methods that 
can be employed to find all the rational points on T>, and present them in 
an order that is logical. Also, we present a table of values of c < 2000 and 
identify the methods required (note: in the table, all values which can be 
resolved by local arguments are ignored).
1. Local considerations. If V  is not locally solvable (in R or any Q„), 
then there can be no global solutions.
2. The case w hen rank of Ex or E2 is 0. If the rank of Ex or the 
rank of E2 is (unconditionally) 0, which can be verified by a computer 
package such as Apecs, then we have resolved V. Cases definitely 
resolved by this method are: c = 1,2,146,226,482,562,802
3- T i(Q) =  0. Recall that T x appears as a homogeneous space of E\ and 
has equation A 2Z 2 + Y 4 = CZ 4. Therefore we can class this as the 
most important homogeneous space as, if there are any points, they 
will occur on this space. If this is empty, then so is T>(Q).
4. If the rank o f Ex is exactly 1 and the rank o f £2 is non-zero, In
this case we may be forced to use the method of Manin-Dem’janenko. 
This method provides a bound on the height of a point as seen in [10]. 
However, in all the cases I have examined, whenever we have the oppor­
tunity to use this method, we have that J~x (Q) =  0. The first example 
where this method was potentially applicable is c = 2642 (see above 
example). Of course one can still apply this method, but it is not nec­
essary. (Note: these cases are extremely rare and there are only 2 such 
cases for c <  5000, namely c =  2642 and c =  4226).
5- ^ i(Q ) ^  4>- Assuming that we have rational points on T x and that the 
rank conditions above have not been met, we can attempt to use covers 
such as the 3 natural genus 2 covers described above. If the rank of any
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of these C{ < 2 then we can apply the theorem of Chabauty (Theorem 2, 
Section 2.1). Again, where computer technology can deal with the 
curves, this is extremely rare. We are unable to find an example with 
unconditional rank 1 for c < 5000, although c = 257 is the smallest c 
for which one of the Cj has odd Selmer bound (which by the parity 
conjecture lends itself to a lower bound of rank 1)
6. If the rank of Ci > 2. In this case we can, in principle, imitate meth­
ods from [20] whereby we treat the genus 2 curve and consider a new 
elliptic curve over a number field. There are two types of new elliptic 
curve we can construct: the first is defined over a quadratic extension 
of Q, namely Q(\/2c). If this new elliptic curve has rank less than two 
then we can trace our way back to solve 25(Q). The other alternative 
is a curve defined over a quartic extension of Q, namely Q(v/2, y/c). If 
this elliptic curve has rank less than four then we can trace our way 
back to solve V(Q). However, it appears that number field packages 
are not yet capable of resolving new examples of this type, beyond the 
example computed in [20].
7. Beyond these lim its. In all the cases I have considered, which com­
puter algebra packages can cope with, all of the above methods re­
solve V  for all its rational points.
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Figure 2.1: Data for c < 2000
c al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
1 0 0 (1.0)
2 1 0 (1,1)
17 2 2 (1,2)
82 3 2 (1,3) 4 8 4
97 2 2 (2,3) 4 4
146 1 0
226 3 0
257 2 2 (1,4) 7 6
337 2 2 (3,4) 7 6
482 1 0
562 1 0
577 2 2
626 3 2 (1,5) 4 8
641 2 2 (2,5) 4 4 3
706 3 2 (3,5)
802 1 0
881 2 2 (4,5) 7
977 2 0(2)
1042 3 0(2)
1186 1(3) 0(2)
1201 2 0(2)
1297 2 2 (1,6)
1361 0(2) 0(2)
1522 3 2
1777 2 2
1921 2 2 (5,6)
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The above table ignores all values of c which can be excluded by lo­
cal considerations directly on V. We again recall from Section 1 of [20], 
this means that any odd prime p dividing c must satisfy p = 1 (mod 8); 
furthermore c =  1,2 (mod 16), c ^  3,4 (mod 5), c ^  7,8,11 (mod 13), 
c ^  4,5,6,9,13,22, 28 (mod 29).
In the above table the key is 
c - value of c
a l - 2-Selmer rank bound of £i(Q) 
a2 - 2-Selmer rank bound of £2(Q) 
o3 - point on the curve V  in form (x , y)
a4 - (2-Selmer bound on the) rank of the Mordell-Weil group of the Ja­
cobian of Ci
a5 - (2-Selmer bound on the) rank of the Mordell-Weil group of the Ja­
cobian of C2
a6 - (2-Selmer bound on the) rank of the Mordell-Weil group of the Ja­
cobian of Ci
Where Cx is the cover from [20], C2 is the first cover given above, while C3 
is the remaining cover, with the quartic term.
Where for the elliptic curves there are 2 entries, this is because the first 
is the actual rank, whereas the number in brackets is the 2-Selmer bound for 
the rank (see the discussion immediately after Theorem 1) when processed 
using commands outlined in Appendix B using [40] or [38].
2.4.1 Generators
Here we provide a partial list of explicit generators corresponding to the 
ranks given in columns 1 and 2 of the table where the computations here 
relatively quick.
2al - (-1,1)
17al - (-1,4),(-4,2)
17a2 - (68,578),(144,1740)
82al - (-8,12),(18,66),(49/4,231/8)
82a2 - (2,116),(2624,134480)
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97al - (-4,18),(49,336)
97a2 - (837/4,28227/8),(2903616/261121,43442841000/133432831)
146al - (81/4,585/8)
226al - (18,42),(-128/9,496/27),(121/4,1155/8)
257al - (-16,4),(169/9,1144/27)
2 5 7 a  9  -  (4 1  1 9  9 f i4 1 Q fi1  / 808618189824 959532007033871520 \
z o i a z  ( 4 i l Z , Z 0 4 i y 0 J , ^  2709098401 > 141005862673649 )
As can be seen, with generators this size, it would have been very diffi­
cult to even attempt to complete the table or find generators for any of the
Jacobians of the genus 2 curves considered.
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Chapter 3
The Bielliptic Isogeny
In this chapter we will outline the ideas behind a bielliptic isogeny.
Definition 8. A curve of genus 2 is called bielliptic if it has a degree 2 map 
to an elliptic curve.
As in Section 2 of [17], we shall concentrate on curves of genus 2
C : Y 2 = F (X)  = h X e +  (3.1)
defined over a number field K,  for which there exists an involution t {X ) = 
CaX  +  b)/{cX +  cl), defined over K,  which permutes the roots of F(X)\  let 
us say that r  swaps the six roots of F(X)  according to: a), a2 <->
a'2, a 3 a'3. We recall from Section 2 of [17] that the matrix
ik o\I , for some k € K,  and so has
eigenvalues ± V k ,  with corresponding eigenvectors (s: ti), (s2 t2). Further­
more, a(X) = (S!X + t1)/(s2X  + t2) is negated by X  ^  r(X),  and a(X)2 is 
invariant, so that there exist cubics Ga, Gb defined over K(y/k)  such that cf)a : 
(X ,Y )  »  (a(X)2,Y / ( s2X + t 2)3) and (¡>b : (X ,Y )  ~  ( l /a ( X ) 2, Y / ^ X + t , ) 3)
map C to
Sa :y 2 = Ga(x) =  g%x3 +  ga2x2 +  g\x  +  g*,
Sb \ y 2 = Gb(x) =  g\x3 +  gbx2 + gbx  +  gb, (3.2)
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respectively. Hence any such C is bielliptic. Let A = £a x £ b. As in Theo­
rem 4.2 of [33], these induce the isogeny 0 =  (0a)* +  (0*)* : A -* J, and the 
dual isogeny 0 =  (0a)* x (06)* : J  —* A. The compositions f>' o 0 and 0 o 0' 
are the multiplication by 2 maps on A  and J, respectively. Recall from [29] 
(Remark 3.4 of Chapter II) that, for any map 0 : C\ —> C2 between any two 
smooth curves Ci, C2, 0* is the map from Pic°(C2) to Pic°(Ci) which takes [Q] 
t0 Ep6^-i(Q)e^(p )[p ]> aJid 4>* is the map from Pic°(Ci) to Pic°(C2) which 
takes [P] to [0(P)] [the notation e^(P) denotes the ramification index of 0 
at P, which is defined at the top of p .l l  of [29]]. Note that we merely use the 
explicit forms of 0 and 0, which are already derived in Theorem 4.2 of [33], 
Note that the map (X ,Y )  1—> (a(X), Y / (s2X  +  i2)3) is a birational equiv­
alence over K  to the curve
C' : Y 2 = Ga( X 2).
We summarise as follows.
Theorem  3. Suppose C : Y 2 = f 6X 6 +  . . .  +  f 0 is a genus 2 curve defined 
over a number field K, for which there exists an involution r{X)  =  (aX +  
b)/(cX +  d), defined over K, which permutes the roots of F(X).  Then the 
Jacobian of C is isogenous over K  to A = Sa x Sb of (3.2). The curve C 
is birationally equivalent over K  to a curve of the form C' : Y 2 =  Ga( X 2), 
where Ga is cubic. Furthermore:
1. C has degree 2 maps to two genus 1 curves £a and £b.
2. There is a polynomial r(x) e K[x\ such that C , £a, and £b have equa­
tions of the form
C  : Y 2 = r ( X 2) = r3X 6 + r2X 4 + riX 2 + r0.
Sa : y2 =  r(x) =  r3x3 +  r2x 2 +  rlX + r0.
Sb : y2 =  x3 • r(a;-1) =  r0x 3 +  rxx 2 +  r2x  +  r3.
There are degree 2 maps f>'a : C  -+ £a and <ffb : C  £b given by 
4>'a(x ,y) = (x2,y) and <p'b(x,y) = ( l / x 2, y / x 3).
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3.1 The maps <j>a and fa
Given a curve C as in Theorem 3, we can write the birationally equivalent 
curve over K  as
C' : Y 2 = k (X 2 -  ei)(X2 -  e2) (X 2 -  e3). (3.3)
We have the map fta : C' £a given by <f/a(X, Y)  = ( X 2, Y)  and the map 
<t>b-C -► £ b given by <j>'b(X, Y)  =  (1/W2, F/W 3). So £'a : Y 2 = k ( X - e x) ( X -  
e2)(X  — e3) and : W 2 = k( 1 — eiV)(l — e2V)(l — e3V) are typical forms of 
these curves. Then, 0' =  (&)* + {&)' from ^  J ' (where J' is the Jacobian 
°f C'), and f t  — (0(J* x (0£)* from J' —► vl, are, respectively, an isogeny and 
its dual isogeny and we can write 0' and f t  explicitly in this case as,
f t[(X,Y),(V,W)])  = { ( V X , Y ) , ( - V X , Y ) }
0{(1 / W ,  w/vftv), ( - 1 / V V , - W / V W ) }
where 0  denotes addition on J(Q).
where + a denotes addition on £a and + 6 denotes addition on £ b.
Lemma 2. Given C  as in (3.3), we can describe completely the kernel of 
both 0' and f t  as
k e r f i  = {¿dA}U{[(ei,0 ) ,( l /e i,0)] : t  =  1,2,3},
k e r f t  = {idj>} U {{(ftei, 0), ( 1 / 0 ) }  : « =  1,2,3}.
Proof. For 0' we are looking for elements which map to the identity in J'. 
It is easy to see that ft({idA, [(e,, 0), (1/e*, 0)]}) = idj>. To show that this is 
all members of the kernel, consider what the element idj> looks like. It will 
be of the form {(r, s), (r, -s)} . If we consider our addition on J ', from the 
definition of 0', to ensure the result of the addition is of the required form,
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then we have the equations \ / X  = ^=, Y  = and Y  =  The 2nd
and 3rd of these, when added together, give Y  — 0, so W  = 0. Into the 
equations for £a and £b gives X  = e1,e2,e3, and v = 1/ei, l /e 2, l /e 3. In 
order to satisfy the equation \/~X =  -^=, we see that the elements claimed in 
to be in the kernel are all such elements. A similar argument shows ker (j)' is 
as claimed. I
Note that, given any curve of the form C : Y 2 =  f 6X 6 + . . .  + f Q with an 
involution t {X ) on the roots of the sextic, the above allows us to describe 
the kernels of 0 and 0 by composing the above kernels with the map between 
J  and J' induced by the birational transformation between C and C .
We can also see directly the effect of composing the isogenies.
Lemma 3. Given C  as in (3.3). Both <f>'oift and (j)' o<fi' are the multiplication 
by 2 map.
Proof. We have
W ([(X ,F ),(I /,W )]))
= j > \ { ( V x , Y ) , ( - V x , Y ) }
+{(1/ W ,  w / v W ) ,  ( - i / V v , - w / v W ) } )
= 0 '{ ( V x ,y ) , ( - v T ,y ) }
+ f t { ( i / V v ,  w / v W ) ,  ( - 1 /V F , - w / v W ) }
=  [(^, Y)  +  (X, Y), (1/X, Y / X V X )  +  ( 1 / X , - Y / X V X ) ]
+[(1/V, W / v W )  +  ( 1 / V , - W / v W ) ,  (V., W)  +  (V, W)}
= [2(X,y),oo] +  [oo,2(V,W)]
= [2(X,Y),2(V,W)}
= 2[(X,Y),(V,W)].
So indeed we have 0' o $  = multiplication by 2. Similarly for 0' o 0'. i
Note again that, in our original case, for any curve of the form C : Y 2 = 
f 6 ^ 6 +  • • • +  fo with an involution r(X)  on the roots of the sextic, 0 o 0
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and 0 o 0 are given by multiplication by 2, since C and C  are birationally 
equivalent (so that J  and J' are isomorphic).
3.2 The q map in a special case
In this section we will consider the map called p in Equation (7) of [17], which 
we call q. We will use this map in conjunction with curves of genus 2, which 
are bielliptic and of the form C : y2 = F0(X)F1(X)F2(X)  with Ft at most 
quadratic in degree, with Fq defined over K  and F\ , F2 defined over either K  
or some quadratic extension such as K(Vd),  and where F0 = X1F1 + \ 2F2, 
for some Ai ,A2 members of the field of definition of FX,F2. In this latter 
case of course FX) F2 are conjugate over this quadratic extension to ensure C 
is defined over K.  Note that the t (X) — (aX  + b)/ (cX +  d) which swaps 
the roots of Fx and swaps the roots of F2, will also swap the roots of F0 
(see Theorem 14.1.1 of [8]) and so the curve is bielliptic, and we can refer to 
A =  £a x Sb and 0 : A  -* J, as in the previous sections. Using Equation (7) 
of [17] in this case (and renaming ¡i as q) gives:
Q= [Qi,Q2,q3] : J(K)/<f>(A(K)) ->
K*/(K*)2 x K(Vd)*/(K(Vd)*)2 x K{Vd)*/ (K(Vd)*)2
: { (x 1,y 1) , ( x 2ly 2 ) } -
[FoiXjFoiX,),  Fi (X i)Fi (X2), F ^ X J F ^ X , ) } .
(3.4)
The following is from [28] (Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2).
Lemma 4. The above map q is an injective homomorphism of groups.
There is an associated map q which is referred in [17] as p!. This map of 
course has similar properties to q, but is instead on A{K)/<j>(J{K))\ we shall 
not need to make any use of the map q'.
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Chapter 4
Bielliptic curves of genus two
In this chapter we will consider bielliptic curves of genus two. We will be 
concerned with looking at bielliptic curves as considered in [17]. Flynn and 
Redmond look for Q-rational points on a number of examples, using a method 
which is described as being “up-down”. They start with a genus two curve, 
where the usual methods are unable to determine all the points, and use 
covering to go “up” to a genus five covering curve, then “down” to elliptic 
curves and back up to a new genus two curve, which they hope will be more 
compliant when applying techniques such as Chabauty etc. In this chapter we 
will be concerned with describing their method in a more fluid way, working 
it through in a general setting whereas they consider solely certain families 
of curves. There are several subtleties required in this general context, not 
immediately apparent from the example in [17].
Next we will examine the suggestion from [17] that the method will cycle 
after a finite number of applications - we show this to be true using their 
example. We used the computer package Maple to deal with some of the alge­
bra involved, details of which are found at my website in the file “progs.txt” 
at http://www.liv.ac.uk/~mp0u8024/rnaths/ and in Appendix B. Finally we 
provide a counterexample to computing all of the rational points on a curve 
of genus 2 using this method.
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4.1 Relevance of the m ethod to  help find all 
the ^-rational points
We first give some context and motivation. We shall consider curves of 
genus 2, defined over a number field K,  of the form
C : y2 = F0Fi F2, (4.1)
where
Fi =  aix 2  +  h X  +  ci, F2 = a2X 2 + b2X  +  c2, F0 = kxFx +  k2F2, (4.2)
with (2i,a2 7^  0 and such that FqF\F2 has no repeated zeroes. We suppose 
moreover that F\,F2 are either both defined over K  or are defined over a 
quadratic extension K{\fd)  of K  and are conjugate over K,  and that F0 is 
a linear combination of F\ and F2 defined over K  and is non-constant (we 
allow the possibility that F0 is linear). In order to consider these two cases 
together, we allow d =  1 to cover the case where Fx and F2 are defined over K, 
but must remember that in this case Fi and F2 are not conjugate. If we know 
at least one P0 E C(K), say that P0 is a point at infinity, and that we have 
computed J(K)/<f>(A(K)) = {Dx, . . . ,  Dm}. Following Equation (9) of [17], 
let Ct be the image of C in J  via f t : P »  [ P - P Q] - D U let be the pullback 
of Ci to A  via cf), and Ji be the Jacobian of Pi, in which case J] is isogenous 
to the product of the Jacobian of C and the Jacobians of the following three 
curves of genus 1, defined over K, K(\fd), respectively (a special case
of (9) of [17]):
Sij  : Vh =  <b(Di)F(X)/Fj(X)t j  =  0,1, 2, (4.3)
where Qq, Qi , q2 are as in (3.4). In order to find all of C{K) it is sufficient, for 
each i, to find all of £ii0(K ) or to find all (X, Y)  € £i,i(K(Vd)) with X  E K, 
or to find all (W, Y ) E £ij2( K (\/d)) with X  E K . When d ^  1, the last two of 
these are equivalent, since £ituSi<2 are quadratic and conjugate over K.  We 
shall see that there is a 2-to-l map (defined over K  when j  — 0 and defined
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over K(\/d)  otherwise) from each genus 1 curve Sid to an elliptic curve S[j 
(of the standard form square = cubic in x), where there is a A'-rational 
map which gives the x-coordinate of each S' in terms of the X-coordinate 
oi £. So now, in order to find all of C(K) it is sufficient, for each i, to find 
a11 of £i,o(K) or to find all (x,y) E £'A(K(Vd)) with x E K,  or to find all 
(x iV) ^ ^■¿,2(- (^v/d)) with x E K  (again, the last two of these are equivalent, 
since £-tl, £[2 are quadratic and conjugate over K).
Now, finding all of £ '0(K ) is possible only when the rank of £'fi(K) is 0. 
We shall see that we can find a new bielliptic curve C* of genus 2, defined 
over K,  with maps from C, to £'i X and S[2 which are /^-rational on the X-  
coordinates, such that any (x , y ) E £'A(K(Vd)) with x E K,  gives rise to 
(X ,Y)  E Ci(K). In summary, in order to find C(K), it is sufficient, for each 
i = 1 ,... ,n , either to find £-0(K) or to find Ci(K). This gives rise to the 
following method for trying to find C(K).
M ethod 1. Let C be as in (4.1) and suppose further that the coefficient 
of W6 in C is a square in K  (so that oo+, oo~ belong to C(K)). Let the elliptic 
curves £[0 and genus 2 curves C* be as described above, with Jacobian Ji( 
for i =  1 , . . . ,  m. Suppose that, for each i, either the 2-Selmer bound on the 
rank of £'ifi(K) is 0 or the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of Ji(K) is less than 2. 
In the first case, we can find all of £'i 0(K)\ in the second case, we can apply 
Chabauty’s Theorem (Theorem 2, Section 2.1) and hope that this give us all 
of Ci(K).
This is referred to in [17] as an “up-down” method, as we are going up 
and down via 2-to-l maps between curves. There are several places where 
this method could potentially fail; in particular, it is guaranteed to fail if 
there exists an i for which the rank of £'ifi{K) is > 0 and the rank of Ji(K) 
is > 1. In [17] it is shown that there are infinitely many curves for which 
one application of this method fails, by investigating curves of the form
— ( X 2 +  p)(X4 +  p2). The computations in [17] were somewhat atyp­
ical, as the involution is X  i-> - X  which does not indicate completely how 
to handle the more general case. For the rest of the chapter, we shall give 
the details of how to construct these curves for any starting curve of the form 
Y 2 = F0F1F2, satisfying the conditions of Method 1. Since we will finally
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be aiming at a counterexample, we shall consider only the case when Di is 
the identity element. The benefit of the rest of this chapter is that we shall 
derive equations for the various steps in this more general context (which 
was not done in [17], where the curve Y 2 =  ( X 2 + p)(X4 + p2) was handled 
ad hoc). This series of equations will give an easier way for anyone to apply 
the method to any curve of this type. Furthermore, there is the possibility of 
repeated applications of the method, since the final curves Q  are of genus 2 
and are bielliptic. In the next chapter, we shall follow through repeated ap­
plications of the method, for the case when D{ is the identity element, to the 
curves Y 2 = ( X 2+ p)(X4+p2), and show that there is eventual cycling. Fur­
thermore we shall show that, for some values of p, the method fails, however 
many times it is repeatedly applied.
4.2 The details of the “up-down” m ethod
Let C be a curve as in (4.1). There exists an involution on P1 which swaps the 
roots of each of Fi and F2 (and therefore F0 since this is a linear combination 
of Fi and F2). This involution, which we call r , can be explicitly described 
in terms of the coefficients of F\ and F2.
Lem m a 5. The involution r  which swaps the roots of each Ft is given by the 
formula
T(X) =  (a ic2 ~ ayc^X  +  (6ic2 -  gb2)
(a2bi — aib2)X  +  (ci'2ci ~~ ®ic2)
Proof. There is a unique involution which swaps two pairs of numbers, 
say ru r2 with si, s2. If we set t(X) = then to ensure we have t which 
swaps the numbers, we will get 4 equations to solve for {a, b, c, d}. The 
equations are
ari +  b
----- 71  =  Sl’cri+ a
asi + b
----- 71  =  r i >csi +  a
ar2 + b _
cr2 +  d S2’
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as2 + b
--------- ; =  f" 2cs2 +  d
Solving these equations for a, b, c, d gives:
a =  riSi -  r2s2,
b= (ri + si)r2s2 -  rqSi(r2 +  s2), 
c =  (n  +  si) -  (r2 +  s2), 
d =  r2s2 — rjSi.
If r i> s i a re  th e  ro o ts  of jF\ a n d  r 2, s 2 th e  ro o ts  of F 2, th e n  
° i ^ 2 + fti-X" +  Ci =  Oi(X — ri)(X  — si)
a2X 2 +  b2X  + c2 = a2(X  — r2)(X  — s2)
- 6 1ri +  Si = ---- ,
ai
Cln s i  =  —,aj
r2 +  S2 = ---- ,a2
C2T2S2 =  —, a2
which on substitution gives the required t = t . Since Fq is a linear combina­
tion of Fi, F2, this same r  also swaps the roots of Fq. I
Since F0 = kiFx + k2F2, we can work out ku k2 in terms of the Fi, as
and
c2a o — Cqo2 QiCq — Ci<2o■l = •2 =aqc2 — a2C\ alc2 ~ a2Cj
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£ _  bjCp -  b0c2 _  Ci60 - bj^ cp 
Ci&2 -  c26i ’ 2 Cife2 -  c2bx ’
depending on which of the denominators is non-zero.
Now that we have the involution, we wish to find the function cr(X) which 
will be negated by r, so that a(X )2 is invariant. In [17] this a(X)  is defined 
in terms of eigenvalues of the matrix associated to r . It is in fact more 
convenient to write it explicitly in terms of the coefficients of the F{ and 
some resultants. First note that the eigenvalues of the matrix
( axc2 -  a2ci ¿>ic2 -  cxb2
\ o26i — ai&2 a2ci — aic2
associated with r, are ±y/R,  where R  is the resultant of Fx, F2 with respect 
to X.  Provided axb2 — bxa2 ^  0, we can take as corresponding nonzero 
eigenvectors:
[1, (axc2 -  o2Ci -  y/R)/(aib2 -  f>ia2)],
[1, (axc2 -  a2ci +  VR)/(aib2 -  bxa2)],
which we might as well multiply through by the scalar axb2 -  bxa2 to give:
[axb2 -  a2bi,axc2 -  a2cx -  VR\,
[axb2 -  a2bx, axc2 -  a2cx +  VR],
where we are taking our vectors to be row vectors, and multiplying with the 
row vector on the left, and the 2 x 2 matrix on the right.
When axb2 — bxa2 — 0 and bxc2 — cxb2 ^  0 we can instead take as our 
nonzero eigenvectors:
\axc2 — cxa2 +  y/R, bxc2 — b2cx],
[axc2 -  cxa2 -  -/ft, bxc2 -  b2cx).
When both expressions are zero, then we can take [1,0], [0,1] as our eigen­
vectors.
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Given eigenvectors [si, S2], [¿i, ¿2] of the above matrix (4.4) correspond­
ing to r , for the eigenvalues y/R, — \/R,  respectively, we have the following 
identity of matrices.
I Si s2 j alC2 — a2Ci b\c2 — Ci62 j  y/~R (  Sl 52
\ h  t2 J \ a 2bi -  ai62 a2ci -  oiC2 J - i 2
Since composition of fractional linear transformations gives the same result as 
matrix multiplication of the corresponding matrices, it follows that cr(X) =  
(siX  +  s2)/(t]_X +  t2) is negated by replacing X  with t (X). We summarise 
this in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let C be as in (4-1) o,nd r  as in Lemma 5 and let us introduce 
R — resultant(Fi, F2, X),  then there exists a function cr(X), which is negated 
by t [that is, a(r(X))  = —a{X)] so that its square is invariant under r . 
This a(X) can be explicitly described as one of the following 3 cases.
Case 1: a\b2 — b\a2 ^  0
(0162 — b\a2)X  +  aic2 — a2c\ — y/R
(o>ib2 — bia2)X  +  a\C2 — (22C1 -(- y/~R 
Case 2: aib2 — bia2 =  0 and b\c2 — c\b2 ^  0
— (°lC2 — cia2 + y/R)X  +  b\C2 — b2C\
[a\C2 — c\a2 — y/R)X  +  b\C2 — b2c\ 
Case 3: a\b2 — b\a2 =  0 and bxc2 — cib2 = 0
<r(X) = X.
Proof This was already established in the discussion preceding the state­
ment of the lemma; alternatively, one can simply check directly, in each case, 
that a(r(X)) = —o(X),  which leads to cr(X)2 being invariant under r. No­
tice that the first case is the most general, the second case imposes a condition 
and the final case is the most specialised (with 2 conditions). For all of the 
cases, we can verify that indeed o(X)  is negated by r  simply by substitution.
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ILemma 7. Let cr(X) and R be as in Lemma 6. Then a(X) is defined over 
the number field K  (VdR), where d is such that Fx and F2 are defined over 
K(Vd).
Proof. When d — 1 this is clear. Otherwise cr(X) is defined over the 
quartic number field K(y/d, VR). Note that the combined action y/d -y/d,  
V R  —> — y/~R, swaps F! and F2, negates the numerator and denominator 
of cr(X) and so leaves it unchanged. Therefore we have immediately that 
ct( X ) is indeed defined over K(y/dR). I
Now, we let T  denote <j (X)  and we can invert cr(X), which gives:
T  =  <j (X) ■<=> X  — & _  ((°ic2 — a2cx)(T — 1) +  y/R(T +  1))
(0162 — 0, 2&i )(T — 1)
(4.5)
If we replace X  by a 1(T) in the equation of C and multiply both sides by 
R(axb2 — a2bx)6(T — l )6, our curve C becomes:
(Y V R (aib2 -  a2bx)3(T -  l)3)2 = RF0x(T2)F1x(T2)F2x(T2),
where
FXx{x) — 2axR(x  +  1) +  (—2aia2Ci +  2a2c2 +  a2b\ — bxaxb2)y/R(x — 1),
F2x(x) =  2a2R(x  +  1) +  (-2 a |c i +  2a2aic2 -  axb\ +  b2a2bx)VR(x  -  1), (4.6)
F0x(x) = kxFXx(x) +  k2F2x(x).
In summary (see Theorem 3),
(X ,Y )  ~  (T, y) = (a(X),Yy/R(axb2 -  a2bx)3(a(X) -  l)3)
gives a birational trasformation between C and the curve
y2 =  RF0A T 2)f u t 2)F2, ( t 2),
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so that the map
r  : (X, Y ) i ► (*, y) = (a(X)2, Y ^ R ( a xb2 -  aa& O V pQ  -  l)3) (4.7)
gives a map from C to the elliptic curve
Sa : y 2 = RF0x(x)Flx(x)F2x(x). (4.8)
Similarly the map 4>b : (X ,Y )  (-► (x,y) =  ( l /a (X )2, y /a ( X ) 3), where y is as 
in (4.7), maps C to
S b : y 2 = Rx3F0x(l /x )F lx( l /x )F2x(l /x) .  (4.9)
Letting A = £a x £b, we have (j> = +  (4>b)* : A  —> J, where J  is the
Jacobian of C. Note that, if d ^  1, £a and £b are quadratic and conjugate 
over K,  and so A  is defined over K,  as is the map 4>.
The above applies when axb2 — bxa2 ^  0. In the case when axb2 — bxa2 = 
0 and bxc2 — cxb2 ^  0, everything is as above, except that we start with 
the formula for a, as in the second case of Lemma 6. In the case when 
axb2 — bxa2 = 0 and bxc2 — cxb2 = 0, then bx = b2 =  0 (otherwise there 
would be repeated roots in the right hand side of C, contradicting the fact 
that C is of genus 2), and so we already have that C is of the form Y 2 = 
G(X2) =  r3X 6 +  r2X 4 +  rxX 2 +  r0; in this case, we have our simplified 
situation that the maps {X,Y)  (x,y) =  ( X 2,Y)  and (X ,Y )  (x,y) =
( l / X 2, Y / X 3) are, respectively, from C to £a : r3X 3 +  r2X 2 +  rxX  + r0 and 
£b : r0X 3 + rxX 2 + r2X  + r3.
4.2.1 Focusing on the identity case
We have in [17] (and as summarised at the beginning of this chapter) that, 
through the covering technique described there, the problem of finding C(K) 
is reduced to finding, for each i, all (X, Y)  G £ j  with X  G K  for at least
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one of j  =  0 ,1 , 2, where
: Vh = qj (Di)F(X)/Fj ( X ) J  = 0,1, 2,
with q as described in Chapter 3 and A  E J(K)/<fi(A(K)). We will not be 
so interested in finding all of C(K).
We will focus on the case when
Di = id
so that
Qj(Di) =  1.
Thus our three genus 1 curves will be
50 : Y 2 =  F1(X)F2(X),
51 : Y 2 = F0(X)F2(X), (4.10)
52 : Y 2 = FQ{X)F1(X).
In the sextic case, these will all be quartics in X,  while in the quintic case we 
will have one quartic and two cubics. This will in fact be of no consequence 
for the general case.
Let us fix d E K* such that F\, F2 are each defined over K{\fd)  [we take 
d — 1 for the case when they are defined over K}. Our aim is to find a 2-to-l 
map (X, yQ) i-> (v, w) from the above genus 1 curves to elliptic curves in the
form w2 =  (quadratic in v over K)  x (linear in v over K(y/d)). Furthermore,
we wish the map X  i-> v to be defined over K.
As in the previous section, let T  =  a(X), so X  = a _1(T). As we saw 
in the previous section, through this change of variable we get each Ft with 
only even powers of T  modulo squares in the denominators which can be 
absorbed into the yf. Both sides could now be multiplied by T 2 and then 
we replace T 2 by x  on the right hand side, and absorb T 2 into the square of 
the left hand side, giving the elliptic curves in cubic form; for example the 
above S\ would then map to a curve of the form: square =  xF0x(x)F2x(x). 
However, the map X  —> x  =  cr(X)2 is not going to be A'-rational in general,
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and so we should not use this approach. Instead, we perform the following 
adjustment on x , to give v (a fractional linear transformation of x, which is 
defined over K.
Lemma 8. Let C be as in (4-1), let R, a ( X ) as in Lemma 6, and x  =  a(X )2. 
Define v by:
x  — 1
which has inverse mapping
x  = v +  VdR 
v — VdR
Then X  —> v is a K-rational map.
Proof. Recall that cr(X), and hence x = cr(X)2, is defined over K(VdR).  
Furthermore, from the formulas in Lemma 6, which we rewrite (in the typical 
case -  the other cases being similar) as:
a(X) = VR(a\b2 — bia2)X +  V~R(aic2 — a 2C i )  — R 
V~R(aib2 — b\a2)X  +  V~R{o,ic2 — a 2c i )  +  R
and note that expressions such as a\b2 — b\a2 are of the form Vdk  for some 
k £ K  (since oi, o2 are conjugate, as are &i, b2 and Ci, c2). We can see that 
VdR *—>■ — VdR  swaps the numerator and denominator of a(X)  and negates 
them. Hence VdR - V d R  sends a(X)  to 1 /a (X)  and so sends cr(X)2 to 
l /a (X )2; that is, x  is sent to l /x .  Hence ^  is negated by VdR t-* - V d R ,  
and so v — V d R ^ \  is left invariant, giving that v is defined over K,  as 
required. I
Note that we can invert v = V d R ^V  t°  give
v + VdRx  = (4.11)
v — VdR
Just as in the previous section, if we replace X  by cr~l (T) in F0(X), Fi(X),
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F2( X )  of (4 .2), we get
Fi t (T) = 2axR(T2 -T 1) +  (—2a,xa2cx 4* 2a2C2 T 02^ 1 — bxCLXb2)y/rR(T2 — 1) 
(0x62 -  a2h ) 2(T -  1)2
, . _  2a2R(T2 +  1) +  (—2a2Ci +  2a2axc2 — Qifr2 +  b2a2bx)y/R(T2 — 1) 
2Tl (aih -  a2bx)2(T -  l )2
(4.12)
Fot(T) = kxFXT(T) +  k2F2T(T).
Now take Sx : Y 2 = Fq{X)F2( X ), and substitute X  — a~l (T) so that the 
curve becomes Y 2 =  Fot(T)F2T(T), as above. Multiplying both sides by 
(2Td(axb2 — a2bx)2/ ( T  +  l )2) 2 puts Si in the form
y\ =  (2Td(axb2 -  a2bx)2/ ( T  + 1)2) 2Fot(T)F2T(T), (4.13)
where
2Td{axb2 -  a2bx)2 2<j(X)d{axb2 -  a2bx)2 
V l~ (T + 1)2 "  (<t(X) + l)2 ' (4-M)
The right hand side of (4.13), after simplifying, has only even powers of T. 
Replacing T 2 by x  and then replacing x  by (v+\fdR)/ {v — \fdR), as in (4.11), 
we see that (4.13) becomes:
y\ =  Q(y)L(v)M(v), (4.15)
where
Q{y) =  v2 — dR,
L(v) =  2{kxax +  k2a2)v +  (kxA x +  k2A 2^ y/d)
M(v)  =  2a2v + (~2alcx + 2axa2c2 -  axbl +b2a2bx)y/d, 
A x =  -2 a ia 2Ci +  2 ofc2 +  a2b\ — bxaxb2,
A 2 =  —2a2Ci +  2a2o,xc2 — 01&2 4” b2<x2bx.
The map (X , Yx) —► 
v = VdR(
(v,yx) from Sx to (4.15) is given by 
a(X )2 +  l. , 2dYxa(X)(axb2 — a2bx)2
7 ( x f X i ) a n d w  = -------  + 1)2-------
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Note that the quadratic Q{y) and the linear L(v) are defined over K,  and 
the linear M(v)  is defined over K(Vd).  In order to see that L(v) is defined 
over K , note that the action Vd  i—> — \fd also has the effect kx w  k2, ax <-> a2, 
h  *-* b2, Ci <-> c2, Ai — A2, and so L(w) is left unchanged. As we have 
already mentioned, the map X  t—> v is defined over K  (which is why we are 
using it, rather than the map X  x ).
In order to put the curve (4.15) into the form square =  cubic, we take 
the root vq of L(v) and map it to infinity. Solving for the root of L(v) gives
(k\A\  +  k2A 2)y/d 
2(fc101 +  k2d2)
If we now map to u = with inverse v = v0 + the effect will be to 
map the point (uo,0) to infinity. Substituting v — v0 +  £ into (4.15) and 
multiplying both sides by 4{kxax +  A^ g^ )2«4 gives
V’i = 4(^10! +  k2a2)2u‘i Q ( v 0 +  ^ ) l / (u 0 +  ^ j M ^ vq +
where
■01 =  2yi(^iai +  k2a2)u2, u =
I n
VqH—  vu)A/(
.   - 1
v - v Q
In detail, (4.16) gives
Q(u)L2(u),
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
where
Q(u)
L2(u)
d(axb2 — a2bi)2(klbl +  2kibxk2b2 — 4 aicxk2 
—4aik\c2k2 — 4k%a2c2 +  k\b\ — 4c\k\k2a2)u2 
+4\/d(kiai + k2a2)(2kidia2Ci — 2kxa\c2 — kxa2b\ 
+kxbxaxb2 -  k2b2a2bx -  2k2a2axc2 +  k2axb2 +  2cxk2a2)u 
-\-4{kxax +  k2a2)2,
—2y/dkx(axb2 — a2bx)2u +  4a2{kxax +  k2a2).
The map (X, Yi) 1—> 1) is a 2-to-l map from the genus 1 curve £x to the
elliptic curve £[, and the map X  1—> u is defined over K.  Similarly, the curve 
S2 (which is the conjugate of Sx) maps to £2, the conjugate of S2. Recall
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that we want to determine all (X, Y)  G E\(K(y/d)) such that X  G K.  We 
have transformed that (using the strategy of Method 1) into the problem of 
finding all (u,ipi) G £[{K(^/d)) such that u G K.  The problem of finding 
all (u, ip2) £ £2(K(y/d)) such that u G K,  is equivalent, since £[ and £'2 are 
conjugate, and so we can just focus on £[.
This completes the first step of the method, generalising that of [17].
4.2.2 The next genus 2 curve
In this section, we assume d ^  1. The elliptic curve £[ at the end of the last 
section, was of the form square = q(u)l(u), where q(u) is quadratic in u and 
defined over K, and l(u) is linear in u and defined over K(\/d). So we have 
the form:
ip2 =  q(u)l{u), (4.20)
defined over K(Vd), and we wish to find all Ti(\/d)-rational points (u, ip) for 
which u G K. We shall find a new bielliptic genus 2 curve, defined over K,  
with the property that any such (u, ip) gives rise to a if-rational point on 
the genus 2 curve. This genus 2 curve will turn out to have a 2-to-l map to 
the elliptic curve ip2 =  q(u)l(u), with the map to u being /^-rational. The 
conjugate map will be to the conjugate curve ip2 =  q(u)l'(u), where l'(u) is 
the conjugate of l{u).
Note that l{u) will be of the form l(u) =  n\{u) + ri2(u)\/d, where ni(u), 
ri2(u) are linear and defined over K.  In general we have
q(u) = au2 + bu +  c, 
ni(u) =  iiu +  i2,
n 2(w) =  jiu +  j 2.
Now we let ip = r + sVd so that (r +  sVd)2 =  q(u)(ni(u) + n2(u)\/d). We 
now equate the coefficient of \fd and the K- rational part, so that we have 
two equations in r, s.
2rs = q(u)n2(u), r2 + ds2 =  q(u)ni(u). (4-21)
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We can use the first equation to eliminate, say, r, using
q(u)n2(u)
2s
(4.22)
and substitute this into the second equation, to give an equation in s which 
will be
q{u)2n2{uy 
4s2
Letting t — s2/q(u) we get
+  ds2 — q(u)ni(u) = 0. (4.23)
n2(u)2 +  4 dt2 — 4tni(u) — 0. (4.24)
This describes a genus 0 curve. We now parametrise (4.24), using the base- 
point (io,«o) =  (0, —j 2/ji).  The points (t, u) are then in 1-1 correspon­
dence with the slope A of the line through (0, —32/ j i )  and (t, u), that is: 
A =  (u + j 2/ji ) / t]  instead of A, we shall use the parameter z =  l/(jiA ) = 
t / ( j i u + j 2). Substituting u = (t -  j 2z)/(j iz)  into (4.24) [and recalling that 
n\{u) = iiu + i2, n2(u) = j i u + j 2\, we solve for t in terms of z, and substitute 
this into u = (t — j 2z)/( j iz)  which also solves for u in terms of z. This gives 
the following parametrisation:
= - 3 2  ~  4 d j2z 2 +  4i 2z  _  4z2(»2ji -  ¿1J2 )
j i  +  4 j i d z 2 -  4 iiz  ’ j i  +  Adj\Z2 -  4 i xz
(4.25)
In the special case when j \  — 0, note that (4.24) is then linear in ii, and so 
we can just take z =  t as our parameter and solve (4.24) for u. In this case 
we can take u(z) =  (j\  +  4dz2 -  4i2z)/(4iiz) and i(z) = z.
In either case, since t =  s2/q(u), we see that there exists z G K  such 
that s2 =  t(z)q(u(z)), giving a genus 2 curve in z, s, which is defined over K. 
Furthermore, the above shows that any K (\/d)-rational point on (4.20) with 
u E K,  give rise to a if-rational point on the genus 2 curve s2 =  t(z)q(u(z)). 
Also note that if (z,s) is a if-rational point on the genus 2 curve s2 = 
t(z)q(u(z)), then (z, s) (u(z), q(u(z))n2(u(z))/ (2s) +  sVd) gives a map
to a point (u,ip) on (4.20) [using the facts that r  =  q(u)n2(u)/ (2s) and 
ip =  r  +  sVd], so that s2 = t(z)q(u(z)) is bielliptic. This produces the new
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bielliptic genus 2 curve, and completes one cycle of the process.
Letting s = sa(ji +  4jxz2d -  4zix)2/ z our genus 2 curve s2 — t(z)q(u(z)) 
becomes (for the typical case when j x ^  0):
?  : S2 =  G0(z)Gx(z)G2(z), (4.26)
where
Gi(z) = —2aj2 — 8adj2z2 + 8ai2z + bjx + 4bjxdz2 — 4bixz 
+(jx +  4jxdz2 -  4ixz)\Jb2 -  4ac,
G2(z) = —2aj2 -  8adj2z2 +  8ai2z +  bjx +  4bjxdz2 -  4bixz (4.27) 
—(ii +  4j xdz2 -  4ixz)\/b2 -  4ac,
Go{z) = a{i2j x -  ixj 2){jx +  4jxdz2 -  4ixz).
Note also that
Go(z) a(Ì2ji  -  1132) 
2\Jb2 — 4 ac CGx( z ) - G 2(z )) ,
so that our new genus 2 curve has the same properties as our starting genus 2 
curve: it is of the form s2 = G0(z)Gx(z)G2(z), where G0,G X,G2 satisfy the 
conditions of (4.2). This means that we can repeat the process described 
above where these new Gt are used instead of the Ft in the above demon­
stration.
Recall that, for the method to be successful, we need to be able to find 
all R'-rational points either on £0 (the genus 1 curve defined over K)  or on 
C  (our new genus 2 curve defined over K). For the former, we compute the 
rank of the elliptic curve, which is the Jacobian of £0. For the latter, we 
compute the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of J'(K), where J ' is the Jacobian 
of C] if this is less than 2, then we can apply Chabauty’s Theorem to try to 
find C'(K). Otherwise, we can attempt to apply the process again to C . In 
the next chapter, we shall find an example which cycles and defies repeated 
applications of the method.
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Chapter 5
An example of cycling
In [17] the authors consider the curve C : Y 2 — ( X 2 +p)(X4: +p2) over Q with 
p = 7 mod 8 is some prime. Here however we extend their considerations 
by taking p to be any nonzero member of Q (that is, we have removed the 
congruence and primality conditions on the value).
Theorem  4. When we apply Method 1, outlined in the previous chapter, to 
the curve
C : Y 2 = ( X 2 + p )(X 4 + p 2),
for 0 t¿ p  G Q, then there is a 4-cycle i.e. after 4 iterations of the method, 
following through the case D = identity, we return to the original curve.
Proof. This proof is rather long and so will be subdivided into mini-sections 
to make it flow pleasantly for the reader. In the first part of the proof we use 
the methods discussed previously to find the next genus 2 curve in the chain. 
The next part will involve using this genus 2 curve to produce another. In 
the final part of the proof we shall observe that this third genus 2 curve in 
the chain is birationally equivalent to the first over a quadratic number field 
and deduce from this the result stated in the theorem. In each case, we are 
applying the general methods of the previous chapter to the special case of 
each genus 2 curve; all of the genus 2 curves which arise in this chapter will 
be of the general form discussed in the last chapter, and so all of the general 
equations and techniques derived in the last chapter will apply here.
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5.1 The second genus 2 curve in the chain
We start with C which factors into 3 quadratics as Y 2 = (X 2 +  p)(X2 -  
pi)(X2 + pi) so we will take Q(i) as the required extension we will need. We 
set F0 =  X 2 +  p, Fi = X 2 — pi and F2 — X 2 + pi. The resultant of Fx, F2 
with respect to X  is ( -4 p2) and kx =  \  +  Ji, k2 = \  -  \i. Note we can 
check to see that indeed Fq = kxFx +  k2F2. Using the formula for t (X)  we 
obtain —X .  Since bx = b2 we axe in Case 3 of Lemma 6 so o { X ) =  X.  
Focusing on the 3 genus one curves relating to the identity we have
£0 : Yq = (X4 + p 2),
&i : Y 2 = ( X 2 + p ) (X 2 +pi),
: Y 2 = {X2+ p ) (X 2 -p i ) .
We now need to map and S2 to a curve of the required form described in 
the previous chapter (square = (quadratic in Q)(linear in Q(«))). Using the 
substitution which gives the curves in even powers of T  gives
Sx : Y? = (T2 + p){T2Fpi),
£2 : Y22 = (T2 +p)(T2 -p i ) .
and we can multiply each of these by T 2 and substituting x  for T 2 to give a 
map (T, Yi) i—> (T2, TYi)  from to £t, where:
Li : fpl =  x (x+ p )(x  + pi),
£2 : $1 = x (x+ p )(x  -  pi).
These curves are already of the required form, and the map X  —► x  = 
a(X)2 — X 2 is already Q-rational. Note that this example is in fact unusual 
as we have already noted that the map X  -» cr(X)2 is not normally ir­
rational. In order to be systematic we show how the elliptic curves transform 
when we adhere to the steps described in the general case. Note that, in the 
notation of the previous section, we can take d = — 1 (since Fu F2 are defined 
over Q(Vd)  and R = resultant(F: , F2) =  - 4 p2, so that dR = 4p2. Hence, by 
Lemma 7, cr(X) G Q. Therefore we should now change from x  to v by the
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substitution
v +  2p 
X ~  v - 2 p
(from the formula in Lemma 8, adjusted by 2p). Substituting into £x, and 
multiplying through by (v — 2p)4 (which can be absorbed into the square), 
gives
square =  (v +  2p)(v -  2p)(v + vp + 2 p -  2p2)(v + 2p + ipv -  2ip2),
where the linear factor (v +  vp +  2p — 2p2) arose from x  +  p, which in turn 
arose from Fq = X 2 +  p. The general strategy tells us to find the root vq of 
the factor (v -f vp +  2p — 2p2), that is
M p ~  1)
p +  1
and then to map to u =  l / (u —v0). Substituting v = l /u + v 0 and multiplying 
through by u4(p +  l )2, which gets absorbed into the square, gives
square =  (4p2u + p +  1)(4p u - p -  l)(4p2( - l  + i)u -  (p + l ) ( l  +  ?p)).
We now perform the linear change in variable u =  ~(p+l)((p+l)u+p) /(4p3), 
which gives
S[ : ^  =  u{u +  p)((l -  i)u -  ip).
Similarly for £2 we get
£'2 ■ ^2 = u(u + p)((l + i)u + ip).
Here each ^  =  ipi(u+p)2/ p2. Since the two models of E[ and S'2 are conjugate, 
we will expect, after step two, that the resulting genus 2 curve over Q should 
be the same (up to birational equivalence) either way. Still it doesn’t do any 
harm to follow it through using both versions.
Using E_x in the variable x, we have q = x(x + p) and l = x + pi. We 
have d = — 1 and can let ipi = r + si. Taking imaginary and real parts 
gives two equations 2rs = px2 +  xp2 and r2 — s2 =  x 3 +  px2. Solving the
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first of these equations for r, substituting this into the second equation, 
and letting t = s2/(x(x  +  p)), gives Atx = p2 — 412. To match with the 
discussion preceding (4.25) in the previous chapter, note that we are using x  
here rather than u; what was called ni(x) = ixx  +  i2 in the previous chapter 
is here: m(x)  =  x, so that ix =  1,*2 =  0, and n2(x) =  j xx  +  j 2 =  p, so that 
j  1 =  0,32 = P• Since j \  = 0, we do not use (4.25); since Atx = p2 -  4f2, 
we could simply (as in the discussion immediately after (4.25)) set t(z) — z 
and solve for x\ however, it will simplify the next step if we instead take 
t(z) = (z +  2p)/A and solve for x  to give
x(z) z (z + Ap) 
A(z + 2p) '
The new genus 2 curve is then
s2 =  t(z)q(x(z)) z(z +  Ap)(z2 -  8p2) 
64(z +  2p)
Taking s =  8(2 +  2p)s then gives
s2 =  z(z +  2p)(z +  4p)(^2 -  8p2).
In the next application we should take as our new F0 the G0 here, which 
relates to the factor coming from t{z), so will be x  +  2p. Now recall that our 
original q factors as x(x + p) (of course for a typical example, this will factor 
over a quadratic field extension). Then Gx and G2, our new Fx and F2, arise 
from these factors x  and x+ p .  Therefore Gx = z2 -  8p2 and G2 =  z(z +  Ap).
Using £[ in the variable u, we have q — u(u +  p) and l =  (1 -  i)u -  pi 
[we shall use q, l as shorthand for q(u), l(u), respectively]. To match with the 
discussion preceding (4.25) in the previous chapter, what was called n : (u) = 
iiu + i2 in the previous chapter is here: rii(u) = u, so that =  1 , i2 = 0, and 
n2{u) — j\U  + j 2 =  —u — p, so that j x =  —  1, j 2 = —p\ furthermore, d = —1. 
Letting =  r + si and taking imaginary and real parts, we get two equations 
2rs = —u3 — 2pu2—p2u and r 2 — s2 = u3-\-pu2. Using the first of these to solve 
for r, substituting this into the second, and then letting t = s2/{u{u +p)),
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gives the equation 4tu = p2 -+- 2pu — 4f 2+ u2 (our genus 0 curve, which we shall 
now parametrise). Since j± ^  0, we can take z =  t / ( j xu +  j 2) = - t /(u + p) 
as our parameter and directly apply the general formulae from (4.25) to give 
the parametrisation:
u(z) =  - p(4z2 -  1)
4 z2 — 4z — 1
and
t{z) = 4pz2
4z2 - 4 z ~ l
Our new genus 2 curve is
s2 =  t(z)q(u(z)) — 16p323(422 -  l)/(4z2 -  4z -  l )3.
Now, let z =  4pz — 2p, so that z — (z + 2p)/(4p), giving:
2 _  4p4z(z  +  2p)3(z  +  4p)
(z2 — 8p2)3
Taking s =  s(z2 -  8p2)2/(2p2(z + 2p)) then gives:
s2 = z(z + 2p)(z +  4p)(z2 -  8p2),
which is the same genus 2 curve as before (regardless of whether £ x or S[ is 
used, we get the same genus 2 curve). Taking our G0 as the factor coming 
from t(z) will mean G0 = z2 -  8p2. The others, Gx and G2, come from how q 
factors. We can see that Gx — z + 2p and G2 = z(z +  4p).
This is a complete cycle. In [17], the authors got to this stage. It would 
have been difficult using the approach of the authors, to proceed any further, 
since from now on we need to use the general method because o(X )2 for 
the next stage is not defined over Q. The two versions £ x or £[ give rise to 
exactly the same genus 2 curve: square =  z{z +  2p)(z +  4p){z2 -  8p2), and 
the same 3 at-most-quadratic factors: z2 -  8p2, 2 +  2p, z(z  +  4p). The first 
version £ x is the version that [17] implied, whereas the other version comes 
from algebra relating to the general method. The only difference is that the 
version in [17] implied that the choice of G0 (for the next cycle) should be
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z + 2p, whereas the systematic approach suggests that G0 should be z2 — 8p2. 
We will adopt this latter version for the rest of the proof. At this point 
we have completed one full cycle and are ready to start a new cycle with 
F0 = X 2 -  8p2, Fi = X  + 2p and F2 = X ( X  + 4p).
In summary, for the method to be successful after one application, we 
need to be able to find (to satisfy just the case where D is the identity) all 
Q-rational points on the genus 1 curve S0 : Y02 =  X 4 + p 2, and all Q-rational 
points on the genus 2 curve s2 =  z(z +  2p)(z +  4p)(z2 -  8p2). Note that the 
map (X , Y0) i ► (X 2, X Y 0) is a 2-covering from £0 to the elliptic curve:
H1 :y 2 = x(x2+ p 2).
Strictly speaking (in general), we are interested in the rank of the Mordell- 
Weil group of the Jacobian of So- However this Jacobian is 2-isogenous to 
Hi, so that the rank of Hi(Q) is the same as the rank of £0(Q); so, we might 
as well use Hi since it is in cubic form. For future reference, we shall also let 
H2 denote this new genus 2 curve:
H2 \ Y 2 — X ( X  +  2p)(X  +  4p)(X2 -  8p2).
One application of the method fails if the 2-Selmer bound of the rank of 
HX(Q) is nonzero, and the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of the Mordell-Weil 
group of the Jacobian of H2 is at least 2.
5.2 The next cycle in the chain, calculating 
the third curve of genus 2
For this next cycle, all of the factors F0 = X 2 — 8p2, Fi — X  +  2p and F2 = 
X ( X +4p), in the hyper elliptic equation, are defined over Q. The resultant of 
Fi, F2 with respect to X  is - 4 p2, and F0 = kiFi+k2F2, where kx =  - 4p, k2 = 
1. The formula for r  in Lemma 5 gives r  =  ~2^ ^ 4p) and similarly Lemma 6 
gives a(X) = x+%-2^ 1 ■ Focusing on the 3 elliptic curves which relate to the
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identity give
50 : Y 2 = (X  + 2p)X(X + 4p),
51 : Y 2 =  (X2 - 8 p 2)X(X +  4p),
52 : Y 2 = (X 2 - 8 p 2)(X + 2p).
These are all defined over Q and so here we have d = 1 so the quadratic 
extension Q(\/d) is just Q. We will therefore look to map S\ and S2 to curves 
of the form square =  (quadratic in Q) (linear in Q) and such that the map 
on the x-coordinate is Q-rational. Firstly we set T  =  cr(X), so want X  = 
a 1(T). This will be the substitution to take the curves to equations with 
only even powers of T. This is computed as X  = W-T+i+iT) _ Substituting 
X  = 2p(x into Si,S2 (the important pieces for computing the next
genus 2 curve) gives
Y 2 =  64p4(l +  i)(T2 -  i)(T2 +  1)/(T -  l )4,
Y 2 =  16p3(l -  i)(T2 -  i)(T +  1)/(T -  l )3.
We multiply both sides of Sx by T2(T -  l)4/(64p4), and absorb this into 
the square on the left hand side. Similarly, we multiply both sides of S2 by 
T 2(T — l)4/(16p2) and absorb this into the square on the left hand side. This 
transforms S\ , S2 to:
square = (1 +  i)T2(T2 -  i)(T2 + 1), 
square =  (1 -  i)pT2{T2 -  i)(T2 -  1),
and so, after our usual substitution of x  for T2, we have:
square =  (1 +  i)x{x -  i)(x +  1), 
square =  (1 -  i)px{x -  i)(x -  1).
However, the x-coordinate map, X  —> x =  a(X )2 is not Q-rational. We are 
compelled to use the further mobius transformation to make it Q-rational. 
That is, use v =  VdR(x  + l) /(x  -  1), given in Lemma 8 for the general case. 
Here, d =  1 and R — resultant(F1, F2) =  -4 p 2, so that our mapping is v = 
2pi(x +  l ) / ( x - l )  which has inverse mapping given by x =  (v + 2pi)/(v — 2pi).
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Making this substitution transforms the above to:
square =  4(v -  2p)(v + 2pi)v/(v -  2pi)3, 
square =  8p2(v -  2p)(v +  2pi)/(v -  2pi)3.
The linear factor (v -  2p) arose from ( x - i ) .  We thus have v0 = 2p. As in the 
discussion immediately preceding (4.16), we map t o u =  with inverse 
v = v0 +  Making this substitution gives:
square =  -8(2pu +  1)(4pu +  1 -  i)/(4pu +  1 +  i)3, 
square =  -16p2u(4pu +  1 -  i)/(4pu +  1 +  i)3.
We now make the linear change u — (u—p)/(4p2), with inverse u = 4p2u+p, 
which gives:
square =  —4 (iu +  p)p(u + p)/(—iu +  p)3, 
square =  - 4 p2(iu + p ) ( u - p ) / ( - i u  + p)3.
We multiply both sides of the first equation by i2( - i u  + p)4/ 4, and absorb 
this into the square on the left hand side. Similarly, we multiply both sides 
of the second equation by i2( - i u  + p)4/(4p2), and absorb this into the square 
on the left hand side. This gives:
: -0i =  (u2 + p 2)p(u + p),
£'2: i p 2 = (u2 + p2)(u -  p).
If we compose the above maps, we obtain the map from S\ to £[ given by: 
(T ,b i) h-> (p(X2+8pX+8p2) / ( X 2-8 p 2),2p2Y1( X 2+4pX+8p2) / ( X 2-8 p 2)2), 
and the map from £2 to S'2 given by:
(X,Y2) ^  {p(X2+8pX+8p2) / ( X 2-8 p 2),4p2Y2( X 2+4pX+8p2) / ( X 2-8 p 2)2).
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Note that both maps are defined over Q. Here the (u2 +  p2) is the common 
quadratic right hand sides of the above models of £( and S2 whereas p(u + p) 
and (u -  p) are the ‘conjugate’ linear factors of the right hand sides, over Q 
in the sense described in the next paragraph.
At this next stage we have q =  u2 + p2 and l =  p(u + p). We want to 
compute rii and n2 such that l =  n\ +  \Zdri2, which in the last case was 
the real and imaginary parts [again, we are using <7, Z, n i ,n 2 as shorthand 
for q(u), l(u), n\(u), n2(w), respectively]. Here, however, we must be careful 
as d = 1. This is however rather simple to get around since we just need to 
choose rii, n2 to be the unique linear polynomials in u such that ni +  \/dn2 = 
p(u +  p) [the linear factor of the right hand side of fa  =  (u2 +  p2)p(u +  p)] 
and ni — \fdri2 =  u — p [the linear factor of the right hand side of ^2 = 
(u2+ p 2)(u -p )] , namely: ni = = (p+1)«+p(p- i) anj  ^  _  (p-i)u+p(p+i) ^
That is to say, we have chosen n i,n 2 such that n 1 -f Vdn2 — ni +  n2 is the 
linear portion (after removing w2 + p 2) of the right hand side of our equation 
for and n x — \fdn2 = nx — n2 is the linear portion (after removing u2 + p 2) 
of the right hand side of our equation for S'2. In the notation of the previous 
chapter (preceding (4.25)) we have ii = (p + l ) /2 , i2 = p(p -  l ) /2 ,j i  = 
(p -  l)/2 , j 2 =  p(p +  l)/2 . Note that, even when d =  1, we can still proceed 
as if equating coefficients of 1 and d, using the above rq, n2, since the formulas 
still give a curve of genus 2 with maps to £(,££, provided that nu n2 have 
been chosen so that rq + \/rdn2 gives the linear factor of S[ and — \/dn2 
gives the linear factor of S'2.
Next we do the substitution fa -  r +  \fds = r +  s. Obtaining two 
equations in r, s we again can eliminate r  and letting t = s2/(u2 +  p2), we 
obtain our genus 0 curve, which is n2 +  4f2 = Atn\. We wish to parametrise 
this, so using the general formula (4.25) of the previous chapter, we get
and
-p (4 p i2 +  p -  4pz +  1 + 4^2 +  4z) 
4pz? — 4pz +  p — 4^2 — 1 — 4 z
t(z) = -8 p2z2
4pz2 — 4pz + p — 4^2 — 1 — 4 z'
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Our genus 2 curve for the next cycle will therefore be
s2 =  t(z)q(u(z)) =  -1 6 p V ( l  +  p2 + 8z +  24p2z2 -  8p2z + 16p2z4
-32  p2z3 +  24z2 +  16z4 +  32 z3)/
(p -  1 +  4pz2 — 4z2 - 4pz -  4z)3.
Letting z = \ { z -  1 )/{z +  1) gives:
s2 = p4(z -  l)2(z4 +  p2)/(z2 -  p f .
Multiplying both sides by (z2 -  p)4/(p4(z -  l )2) and letting
— = s(z2 -  p)2/(p2(z -  1))
then gives
s 2 =  (z4 + p 2)(z2 - p ) .
Therefore, the curve Y 2 = (X 4 + p2) (X 2 -  p) is the next genus 2 curve in 
our sequence. Note that the map (X , Y)  -> (X 2, Y)  is from this curve to £'2) 
while the map (X ,Y )  -> ( - p 2/ X 2,pY/ X z) is from this curve to £[. Thus 
this genus 2 curve will be the one used in the next cycle.
For future reference, we shall label £0 as # 3; that is:
Hz : y2 = (x +  2p)x{x +  4p).
This is already of cubic form, and so can be left as it is. For future reference, 
we shall also let H4 denote our new genus 2 curve:
H4 : Y 2 = ( X 4 + p 2)(X 2 - p ) .
One second application of the method fails if the 2-Selmer bound of the rank 
of H3(Q) is nonzero, and the 2-Selmer bound on the rank of the Mordell-Weil 
group of the Jacobian of H4 is at least 2.
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5.3 Final stage, cycling is clear
So, after starting with Y 2 = (X 4 + p 2)(X 2 + p), and performing two cycles, 
we get Y 2 =  (X4 +  p2)(X 2 - p ) .  Of course, geometrically, we are now back 
to the original curve, since (X , Y)  —■» (iX, i Y ) is a birational transformation 
between Y 2 — (X 4 +  p2)(X 2 + p) and Y 2 =  (X4 +  p2) (X 2 — p). So, after 
two complete cycles we are back to a curve which is birationally equivalent 
over Q(i), but not over Q. This curve after two applications is the same as 
the original, but with p replaced by —p. If we let q denote —p, then after two 
cycles the original becomes Y 2 =  (X 4 +  q2)(X 2 + q). So a further two cycles 
will take it to Y 2 = (X4 +  q2) (X 2 -  q), which is just Y 2 =  (X 4 +p2)(X 2 +p).
So repetition must indeed occur in 4 cycles. ■
5.4 Summary of the curves from Theorem 4
We can summarise the above example. Starting with the bielliptic genus 2 
curve C : Y 2 = ( X 2 +  p)(X4 + p2), then
First cycle gives 
New genus 2 curve 
Second cycle gives 
New genus 2 curve 
Third cycle gives 
New genus 2 curve 
Fourth cycle gives 
New genus 2 curve
Hi : y2 =  x(x2 +  p2) 
H2 : Y 2 = X ( X  +  2p)(X + 4p)(X2 -  8p2) 
H3 : y2 = (x +  2p)x(x +  4p) 
H4 : Y 2 = ( X 2 - p ) ( X 4 + p 2) 
H5 : y 2 = x(x2 +  p2) 
H6 : Y 2 = X { X  -  2p)(X -  4p)(X2 -  8p2) 
H7 : y2 — (x -  2p)x(x -  4p) 
H 8 = C : Y 2 = (X 2 + p ) (X 4 + p 2)
and so repetition.
5.4.1 Some notes and values of p
In [17], the authors concerned themselves with ensuring that this method 
always provided a way to resolve C(Q). This proves possible for p a prime
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such that p = 7 mod 16. We have, for the general case, the fact that p G Q. 
A counterexample to the method for determining all Q points on Y 2 — 
(.X 2 +  p)(X4 + p 2), would be a rational value of p where each of the S0 have 
(Mordell-Weil group of the Jacobian) rank at least 1 and all of the genus 2 
curves in the cycle have Mordell-Weil group of the Jacobian of rank at least 2. 
In fact, it is even of interest if we can find rational p where the Selmer bounds 
are at least this large.
Theorem  5. The M ethod fails (in the 2-Selmer bound version) for each of 
p = 31,47,79, with p < 100, regardless of however many times the method is 
repeatedly applied.
Proof. Since we have been concerned with the identity case (which must be 
involved), we merely need to show that the Selmer bounds for p =  31,47, 79 
each of the curves H x , . . . ,H 8 are, for the elliptic curves (Hu H3,H 5, H7) > 1 
and for the Jacobians of the genus 2 curves (H2, H4, He, H8) > 2, too high 
for Chabauty to apply. The computer packages used were [38] and [40]. We 
give below the table of these bounds.
Curve : Rank or 
p =  31
Selmer bound 
p = 47
over Q for 
p = 79
1 1 1
h 2 2 2 2
H3 1 1 1
H^ 3 3 3
Hz 1 1 1
He 2 2 2
h 7 1 1 1
H8 2 2 2
Entries in bold are actual ranks, while those in italics are the Selmer bounds 
where it has proved impossible to find points (and so improve from a bound 
to an actual rank).
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Conjecture 2. The method described always fails for integer prime p, with 
p = 15 mod 16.
Evidence to  support Conjecture 2. It seems reasonable that, as can be 
seen in the above table, since ALL of the Selmer bounds (or actual ranks) 
for each of the respective curves are the same regardless of whether we con­
sider 31,47 or 79 for the different curves, to theorise that this will be a feature 
for primes p of this type.
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Appendix A
Second Descent of an elliptic 
curve, adapted from [37]
Here I set out the procedure of 2nd-descent, which can be helpful in deter­
mining the rank of an elliptic curve. We have
C : y2 = x(x2 +  ax +  6), C : y2 = x(x2 +  a\x +  b\) a, b € Z,
where
ai =  —2a, b\ = a2 — 46.
C and C are 2-isogenous curves. Suppose that we have not been able to find 
a rational point on the locally solvable homogeneous space
rvA +  av2 H—  = u2. r
The following is known as second descent. Since the quartic is locally 
solvable, then by the Hasse principle, the associated quadratic
rw +  aw -\—  = u r
does have a rational point, say (uo,wo)- We note that wq will not occur 
since then - is a square. All rational points on the quadratic are given
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parametrically by
w0t2 — 2 u0t +  a + rw0 f i t )w =  ---------------------------------  = ; ———
t2 -  r  g(t) ’
—u0t2 + (a +  2 rwo)t — w0ru = -------------------------------- .
t2 — r
Letting @ denote (various) rational squares, we wish to find w — @, i.e. we 
seek i G Q such that
f i t )  =  d * @ and git) = d * @
for some non-zero squarefree d € Z. Let k denote the denominator of Wq. 
Since Uq — rwQ + awo + therefore kuo E Z, hence k f  e  Z[t\. It follows that
R  := resultant (kf, kg) = k4bi.
Suppose that t =  t i / t 2, gcd(ii,i2) =  1 is a solutions to f ( t)  and g(t) above, 
then
t \ k %  6 Z
Thus we have dn — t\k4bx from some n G Z. Now d is square-free, also 
t\g(t) =  t\ — =  d * @ and gcd(ii,i2) =  1. It follows that no prime
dividing d divides i2 and therefore d divides kb\. Thus we obtain a finite list 
of candidates d.
Consider first the special case of d = 1. The homogeneous form of the 
equation t2 — r — s2 is T 2 — rU2 =  S 2 with solution (T,U,S) = (1,0,1). The 
general solution is
T 2 -\- V(d =  1) t =  —-— , r  a parameter.
In general, since g(t) = d * @ implies an equation of the form
dt2 - d r  = s2, (A.l)
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we have the norm residue conditions
(d, dr)p =  1 for p =  oo and all prime divisors of dr, 
which may eliminate some d ^  1.
Suppose now that d ^  1 and that d survives the norm residue conditions 
so that there is a solution (so>£o) of (A.l). (The homogeneous equation 
dT2 — drU2 = S 2 does not have a solution with U = 0 since d is not a 
square.) If it happens that f ( t 0) = d * then the procedure is done - we 
have found a rational point on the original quartic. Otherwise we look at the 
general solution
/ ,  , lW  t0r 2 -  2s0t + dt0(d 1) t = -------- ----- ------- , r  a parameter.
t z — d
Since we want f ( t ) =  d * @, clearing denominators and substituting for t , 
we seek a value of r  such that, respectively,
4 r2/( i)  =  @ or d(r2 — d)2f ( t ) =  @.
Thus we obtain a list of one or more equations of the form
quartic in r  =  @.
These equations are called the descendant quartics. The procedure now is 
to eliminate the descendant quartics that are not everywhere locally solvable, 
that is not solvable in E or some Qp. If none survive then the original quartic 
has no rational points -  the homogeneous space is not elliptic - and the 
procedure is done.
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Appendix B
Computer Programs
B .l Computer code
B.1.1 A procedure to  print out the genus 2 covers re­
lated to  solving Fermat Quartics from Chapter 2
#
#Maple code for computing the 3 covers 
#associated  to  Fermat Quartics as outlined  
#in Chapter 2 
#
r e s ta r t : 
cov:=proc(a,b)
#Input the values of a ,b  where c=a~4+b~4
global c,d,el,e2,gll,gl2,
g l3 ,g21, g22, g23, g31, g32,
covl,cov2,cov3,11,12,13,14,15,x,y;
#The variab les are made global in  order to  
#manipulate them a fte r  each app lication  of cov 
c:=a~4+b~4; #Defines c
d:=x~4+y''4=a''4+b'‘4; #Defines the quartic curve 
p r in t(d ); # We print the curve being considered
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e l  :=y~2=x~3-c*x; e2:=y'~2=x~3+c~2*x;
#d i s  isogenous to  e lxelxe2  
p r in t(e l) ;  p r in t(e2 );
#These are the e l l i p t i c  curves printed
g l l : = (a+b) ~2*x~2-4* (a~2+a*b+b~2) *x+2* (a+b) ~2;
g l2 : = (a-b) '"2*x~2+4* (a~2-a*b+b~2) *x+2* (a-b) “2;
gl3:=x~2-2;
c o v l:=y~2=gll*gl2*gl3;
# g l l ,g l2 ,g l3  axe shown in  [17]
p r in t(c o v l);  #The f i r s t  of the 3 covers
g21: =a~2*x~2-2*b''2*x-a'~2;
g22: =b~2*x~2+2*a''2*x-b''2;
g23:=x''2+l;
cov2:=y“2=g21*g22*g23;
p rin t(cov2); #g21,g22,g23 are found by im itatin g  
#the argument from [17]
11: =a“4+2*a'"2*b''2+b"4;
12:=8*a*b-'3-8*a'-3*b;
13: =12* (a"4-2*a~2*b''2+b~4) ;
14: =16*a~3*b-16*a*b'"3;
15: =4* (a~4+2*a''2*b~2+b’'4) ;
g31:=1l*x~4+12*x~3+13*x~2+14*x+15;
g32: =x"2+2; cov3: =y',2=g31*g32; print (cov3) ;
#The f in a l  cover, again found
#by im ita tin g  the argument from [17]
end proc;
B.1.2 M aple code to  verify Lemma 6
#Here we use maple commands to  v er ify  that the 3 versions  
#of sigma are negated by tau (the involution)
#and whose square i s  invariant 
#We assign  tau as given in  Lemma 5
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# s ig l i s  case 1 sigma from Lemma 6
#sig2 i s  case 2 sigma from Lemma 6
#sig3 i s  case 3 sigma from Lemma 6
F I:=al*X~2+bl*X+cl;
F2:=a2*X~2+b2*X+c2;
tau := ( (al*c2-a2*cl)*X  + b l*c2-b2*cl)
/ ( (a2*bl-al*b2)*X + a 2 * c l-a l* c 2 ); 
s ig l  :=
( (a l*b 2-a2*b l)*X + al*c2-a2*cl-sqrt(resu ltant(F I,F2, X)) ) /
( (al*b2-a2*bl)*X +al*c2-a2*c1+sqrt(resultant(FI,F2, X)) ) ;  
sig2  : =
( (a l*c2 -a2*cl+ sq rt(resu ltan t(F I,F2, X)) ) *X+bl*c2-b2*cl)/
( (a l* c 2 -a 2 * c l-sq r t(r esu lta n t(F I ,F2, X)) ) *X +bl*c2-b2*cl); 
sig3  := X;
checkl := sim p lify ( s ig l  + subs(X=tau, s ig l )  );
#Gives 0
check2 := s im p lify ( sig2  + subs(X=tau, sig2 ) );
#Gives 0
check3 := sim p lify ( sig3  + subs(X=tau, sig3) );
#Gives an expression which is  of course 0 
#when we use the conditions al*b2-bl*a2=0 and 
#bl*c2-cl*b2=0
#So indeed each of the p o ten tia l sigma are negated 
#by tau 
#
#Note that invariance i s  immediate in  a l l  cases 
#of sigma due to th is  negation of sigma by tau 
#This helps completes the proof of Lemma 6.
B.1.3 M aple code relating to cycling effect studied in 
Chapters 4,5
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in ter fa ce (p re tty p r in t, p r e tty p r in t= fa lse ); 
mob:=(a*X+b)/ (c*X+d);
solve({subs(X =r1 ,mob)=s1 ,subs(X=s1 ,mob)=r1, 
subs(X=r2,mob)=s2, subs(X=s2,mob)=r2}, { a ,b , c , d>); 
mobl:=simplify(subs(\% , mob));
#The re su lt  is :
#mobl :=
#( (r l* s l  -  r2*s2)*X + (r l + s l)*r2*s2  -  r l* s l* (r 2  + s2) ) /  
#( ( ( r l  + s i )  -  (r2 + s2))*X + r2*s2 -  r l* s l  );
#The fo llow s g ives 0,
#showing that the above i s  the same as mobl: 
check := mobl -
( ( r l* s l  -  r2*s2)*X + (r l + s l)*r2*s2  -  r l* s l* (r 2  + s2) ) /
( ( ( r l  + s i )  -  (r2 + s2))*X + r2*s2 -  r l* s l  ); 
sim plify(\% );
#
# Now, i f :
FI := al*X~2 + bl*X + c l;
F2 := a2*X~2 + b2*X + c2;
# and i f  r l , s l  are the roots of FI 
#and r2 ,s2  are the roots of F2,
# then al*X~2 + bl*X + c l = al*(X -  rl)*(X  -  s i )
# and a2*X~2 + b2*X + c2 = a2*(X -  r2)*(X -  s2)
# so that r l  + s i  = - b l /a l  and r l* s l  = c l /a l
# and r2 + s2 = -b2/a2 and r2*s2 = c2/a2,
#giving that mobl i s  the same as:
tau : =
((al*c2-a2*cl)*X  + b l*c2-b2*cl)
/((a2*bl-al*b2)*X  + a 2 * c l-a l* c 2 );
#The fo llow s g ives 0,
#showing that mobl and tau are the same: 
check := 
mobl -
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subsCbl = - ( r l+ s l ) * a l ,  c l = r l* s l* a l ,  
b2 = -(r2+ s2)*a2, c2 = r2*s2*a2, ta u ); 
sim plify(\% );
#As another check, one can see 
#that su b stitu tin g  X with tau changes 
#each Fi to
#R esultant(FI, F2, X )*F i/( (al*b2-a2*bl)*X +al*c2-a2*cl)“2 
factor(sim plify(subs(X =tau , F I ) ) ) ; 
factor(sim plify(subs(X =tau , F 2 ) ) ) ;
#Now, g ive names to  the 
#numerator and denominator of tau: 
numertau := (al*c2-a2*cl)*X  + bl*c2-b2*cl; 
denomtau := (a2*bl-al*b2)*X + a2*cl-al*c2;
#So, th is  i s  the tau that swaps
#the roots of FI and swaps the roots of F2.
#Now, the s ta r tin g  Y~2 = F0*F1*F2 
# is  red u cib le , which means that 
#F0 i s  lin e a r ly  dependent on FI, F2.
#That i s ,  FO = kl*Fl + k2*F2,
#for some k l,k 2 , which must be conjugate.
FO := aO*X~2 + bO*X + cO;
#Note a lso  that the same tau 
#which swaps the roots of FI and 
#swaps the roots of F2 i s  a lso  
#guaranteed to  swap the roots of FO.
#We can a lso  see in  general what sigma looks l ik e .
FO := kl*Fl + k2*F2; 
w ith ( lin a lg ) ;
Mtau
:= matrix
( [ [  coeff(num ertau,X ,1 ), coeff(numertau,X,0) ] ,
[ coeff(denom tau,X ,1), coeff(denomtau,X,0) ]] ); 
MtauEvals :=
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[eigenvals(transpose(Mtau))]; 
evall := MtauEvals[1]; 
eval2 := MtauEvals[2];
#But i t ’s easy to  see that these  
#are ju st +- sqrt(R esF lF2):
#[N.B. a lso  that resu ltant(F I,F2,X )
# is  guaranteed to  be in  Q,
#even when F1,F2 are quadratic and
#conjugate, so that the eigenvalues
#are at worst quadratic.
e v a lla lt  := sq r t(resu lta n t(F I ,F 2 , X));
ev a l2 a lt := -sq rt(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X ));
check := e v a ll -  e v a lla lt ;
check := eval2 -  ev a l2 a lt;
# Now, fin d  the eigenvectors:
MtauEvects :=
[eigenvectors(transpose(M tau))]; 
ev ectl := MtauEvects[1 ][3 ][1 ];
# evector for  eval sq rt(resu ltan t(F I,F 2 ,X ))  
evect2 := MtauEvects[2] [3 ][1 ];
#evector for  eval -sq rt(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X ))
#0ne might as w ell m ultiply
#the vectors through by (a l*b 2-a2*b l):
e v e c t la lt  :=
[al*b2 -  a2*bl, al*c2 -  a2*cl -  sq r t(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X )) ] ;  
ev ect2 a lt :=
[al*b2 -  a2*b l, al*c2 -  a2*cl + sq rt(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X )) ] ;  
#The fo llow in g  checks they are the same (up to  s c a la r s ) : 
check:=
sim p lify ( e v e c t la l t [ l ] * e v e c t l [2]
-  e v e c t la l t [2 ]* e v e c t l[1] ); 
check :=
s im p lify ( e v e c t2 a lt [1 ]*evect2 [2]
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-  e v e c t2 a lt [2 ]*evect2[1] );
# This allow s us to obtain the
# mobius transform ation sigma, which i s
# negated by tau: 
sigma :=
( e v e c t la l t [1 ]*X + e v e c t la l t [2] )
/  ( e v e c t2 a lt [1 ]*X + e v e c t2 a lt [2] );
# . . .  that i s  to  say : 
sigma :=
( (al*b2 -  a2*bl)*X + al*c2 -  
a2*cl -  sq rt(resu ltan t(F I,F 2 ,X )) ) /
( (al*b2 -  a2*bl)*X + al*c2 -  
a2*cl + sq rt(resu ltan t(F I,F 2 ,X )) );
#The fo llow in g  g ives 0, v er ify in g
#that sigma i s  negated by tau:
check := s im p lify ( sigma + subs(X=tau, sigma) );
# Of course, the above is
# degenerate i f  al*b2 -  a2*bl = 0, s in ce
# then the formulas don’t  give
# the two independent eigenvectors,
# due to  the d iv is io n  by 0 in
# e v e c t l, evect2 . In th is  sp ec ia l
# case, should use e ith e r  of the
# two fo llow in g  a ltern a tiv e  formulas
# for the eigenvectors and for sigma:
# The fo llow in g  are o .k . as long
# as b l*c2-b2*cl i s  nonzero:
# e v e c t la lt t  := [al*c2-a2*cl
# + sq rt(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X )) ,  b l* c2 -b 2 * c l];
# ev e c t2 a ltt  := [al*c2-a2*cl
# -  sq r t(resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X )) ,  b l* c2 -b 2 * c l];
# ssigma :=
# ( (a l*c2-a2*cl + sqrt(resu ltan t(F I,F 2 ,X )))*X
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# + b l*c2-b2*cl ) /
# ( (a l*c2-a2*cl -  sqrt(resu ltan t(F I,F 2 ,X )))*X
# + b l*c2-b2*cl );
# For the very sp ec ia l case when i
# al*b2 -  a2*bl = bl*c2-b2*cl = 0,
# we must have b l = b2 = 0
# (sin ce otherwise FI and F2 would be sca lar
# m ultip les of each other, contradicting
# Y~2 = F0*F1*F2 being genus 2 ).
# In th is  sp e c ia l case, tau = -X
# and we can ju st  take
# Mtau := [ [1 ,0 ] ,  [0 ,-1 ]]  with
# evalues 1 ,-1  and evectors [ 1 ,0 ] ,[ 0 ,1 ] ,
# and sigma := X.
# Now, l e t ' s  see what i s
# the f ie ld  of d e f in it io n  of sigma.
# I t  i s  certa in ly  defined over the
# quartic f ie ld  Q (sqrt(d ), sqrt(R esF lF 2)),
# where F1,F2 are defined over Q (sqrt(d))
# and ResFlF2 = r e su lta n t(F I ,F 2 ,x ) .
# Note that the combined action:
# sqrt(d) |->  -sq r t(d ) ,
# sqrt(ResFlF2) |->  -sqrt(ResFlF2)
# swaps F1,F2, negates the
# numerator and denominator of sigma,
# and so leaves sigma unchanged.
# Therefore, sigma i s  in  fa c t  defined
# over the quadratic number f ie ld
# Q (sqrt(ResFlF2*d)).
ResFlF2 := resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X );
# Now, compute the inverse of sigma: 
sigmainv
:= ( e v e c t2 a lt [2 ]*T -ev ectla lt [2] ) /
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( - e v e c t2 a lt [1 ]*T + evectla lt[1] );
# . . .  that i s  to  say: 
sigmainv
:= - ( (a l* c 2  -  a2* cl)* (T -l)
+ sqrt(ResFlF2)*(T+l) ) /
( (al*b2 -  a2*b l)*(T -l) );
# Check that i s  r e a lly  i s  the inverse of sigma: 
check:=sim plify( subs( T = sigma, sigmainv ) );  
#Now, change variab le to  T, with
# the map X I—> sigma(X) = T,
# by su b stitu tin g  X = sigmainv(T),
# and see what happens to each
# of F0,F1,F2 (we should fin d  that only
# even powers of T occur modulo
# squares in  the denominators, which
# can be incorporated in to  the y -coord ):
FIT := subs( X = sigmainv, FI );
# which i s  the same as:
# (2*al*ResFlF2* (T~2 + 1) +
# ( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+2 *al~2 *c2+a2 *bl''2 -b l*a l*b 2 )*
#sqrt(ResFlF2)*(T~2 -  1))
# /(  (a l*b 2-a2*b l)"2*(T -l)~2 )
FITvar := (2*al*ResFlF2*(T“2 + 1) + 
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al~2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2) 
*sqrt(ResFlF2)*(T~2 -  1))
/ ( (a l*b 2-a2*b l)"2*(T - l)"2 );
#Check they are the same: 
check := sim plify(F lT  -  FITvar);
#Sim ilarly for  F2:
F2T := subs( X = sigmainv, F2 );
# which i s  the same as:
F2Tvar := (2*a2*ResFlF2*(T~2 + 1) + 
(-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl)
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*sqrt(ResFlF2)*(T~2 -  1))
/ (  (al*b2-a2*bl)~2*(T -l)~2 );
# Check they are the same: 
check := sim plify(F2T -  F2Tvar);
# . . .  and of course, FOT i s  ju st
# kl*FlT + k2*F2T, which a lso  has
# only even powers of T. Then the map:
# (X,Y) I—> (T,y) =
# (sigma(X), Y *(al*b2-a2*bl)-'3*(T -l)~3 )
# transforms the o r ig in a l Y~2 = F0*F1*F2
# to y~2 = numer(F0T*F1T*F2T).
# Now, rep lacing T~2 by x,
# with x = sq rt(T ), we get the
# resu lt  of the mapping
# (X,Y) |->  (x ,y )
# = (sigma(X)"2, Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)*
# (al*b2-a2*bl)~3*(sigm a(X )-l)''3 )
# to  the an e l l i p t i c  curve
# Ea : y~2 = ResFlF2*F0xNumer*FlxNumer*F2xNumer,
# where:
FlxNumer := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , numer(FITvar));  
F2xNumer := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , numer(F2Tvar)); 
FOxNumer := kl*Flx + k2*F2x;
# [s im ila r ly  for Eb, on taking conjugates]
# . . .  that i s  to  say:
FlxNumervar := (2*al*ResFlF2*(x + 1) + 
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al'‘2*c2+a2*bl'‘2-bl*al*b2) 
*sqrt(ResFlF2)*(x -  1 ));
F2xNumervar := 2*a2*ResFlF2*(x + 1) + 
(-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)
*sqrt(ResFlF2)* (x -  1);
# Check they axe the same:
FOxNumervar := kl*FlxNumervar + k2*F2xNumervar;
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check := s im p lify ( FlxNumer -  FlxMumervar); 
check := s im p lify ( F2xNumer -  F2xNumervar);
# So, Ea (and i t s  conjugate Eb)
# can be both defined over Q (sqrt(d))
# and we can check here that the map
# (X,Y) |->  (x ,y )
# = (sigma(X)'"2, Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)*
# (al*b2-a2*bl)~3*(sigm a(X )-l)~3 )
# from Y~2 = F0*F1*F2 to
# Ea : y~2 =
# ResFlF2*F0xNumervar*FlxNumervar*F2xNumervar
# i s  as claimed above: 
factor (subs (x=sigma',2 ,
y=Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)* (al*b2-a2*bl)“3*
(sigm a-1)''3,y“2))
-  factor  (subs (x=sigma'‘2 ,y  =Y*sqrt (ResFlF2)
* (a l*b2-a2*b l)"3*(sigm a-1)~3, 
ResFlF2*F0xNumervcir*FlxNumervar*F2xNumervar)) ; 
sim p lify ( subs(Y“2=F0*F1*F2, factor(\% )) );
# Of course, the other curve Eb i s  ju st:
# Eb : bary~2 =
# ResFlF2*barF0xNumervar*barFlxNumervar*barF2xNumervar
# where barFOxNumervar, barFlxNumervar,
# barF2xNumervar are ju st the "flips"
# obtained by reversing the
# order of the c o e f f ic ie n ts  ( i . e .  rep lacing
# x by 1/barx and m ultiplying through
# by a power of b arx):
barFlxNumervar := (2*al*ResFlF2*(l + barx) + 
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al''2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2) 
*sqrt(R esFlF2)*(l -  barx)); 
barF2xNumervar := 2*a2*ResFlF2*(l + barx) + 
(-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)
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*sqrt(R esFlF2)*(l -  b arx); 
barFOxNumervar
:= kl*barFlxNumervar + k2*barF2xNumervar;
# The f l i p  i s  achieved by barx = 1/x and
# bary = y/sigma~3, so that the map
# (X,Y) |->  (barx,bary)
# = (l/sigm a(X )~2, Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)*
# (al*b2-a2*bl)''3*(sigm a(X)-l)'~3/sigm a'‘3)
# i s  from Y'"2 = F0*F1*F2 to
# Eb : bary~2 = ResFlF2*barF0xNumervar*
# barFlxNumervar*barF2xNumervar
# which we check as fo llow s: 
factor(subs(barx=l/sigm a~2, 
bary=Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)* (a l*b2-a2*b l)~3* 
(sigma-1) “3/sigma~3,bary''2) )
-factor(subs(barx= l/sigm a~2,
bary =Y*sqrt(ResFlF2)* (a l*b2-a2*b l)"3* 
(sigma-1) '‘3/sigm a“3, 
ResFlF2*barF0xNumervar*barFlxNumervar* 
barF2xNumervar));
s im p lify ( subs(Y'‘2=F0*F1*F2, factor(V/0))  );
# I t  w il l  be n ice  soon to  have
# an x-coordinate defined over Q.
# At the moment, the map X |->
# sigma(X)~2 = x i s  defined over
# the quadratic f ie ld  Q (sqrt(ResFlF2*d)).
# The numerator and denominator
# of sigma''2 are conjugates,
# so we can make mobius-transform to
# a Q -rational variab le v by
# v = sqrt(ResFlF2*d)*(x + l ) / ( x  -  1),
# which has inverse
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# x = (v + sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) / (v -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) .
# Now, for the f i r s t  part of the
# process, we have 3 genus 0 curves:
# EEO : square = alphaO*Fl*F2,
# EE1 : square = alphal*F0*F2,
# EE2 : square = alpha2*F0*Fl,
# where alphaO i s  in Q, and
# a lphal, alpha2 are in  Q (sqrt(d)) and conjugate.
# EEO i s  defined over Q.
# EE1.EE2 are conjugate and we want f i r s t  to
# map these to  e l l i p t i c  curves v ia  a map which i s  Q -rational
# on the x -coord in ates. We ju st do the sim plest case where
# the alpha’s are a l l  1
# (corresponding to  the id e n tity  in  J(Q)/phi(A(Q)) ) .
# So, l e t  v = sqrt(ResFlF2*d)*(x + l ) / ( x  -  1 ), as above,
# with inverse
# x = (v + sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) / (v -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) .
# One could, at th is  stage, perform:
# subs(x=(v + sqrt(ResFlF2*d))
# / ( v  -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) , Fix) to  get Flv,
# but one can actu a lly  immediately see Flv as fo llo w s.
# Note that the numer of FIT
# can have a factor  of (T"2-l)*sqrt(ResFlF2)
# taken to the ou tsid e, and then
# numer and denom of FIT can be m ultip lied  by
# sqrt(d) to  give:
# (T"2 -  l)*sqrt(R esF lF 2)*(2*al*sqrt(d)*
# sqrt(R esFlF2)* (T~2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1) +
# sqrt (d )* (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al~2*c2+a2*bl'‘2-bl*al*b2) )
# / (  sq r t(d )* (al*b2-a2*bl)~2*(T-1)~2 )
# Since v = sqrt(d)*sqrt(R esFlF2)*
# (T~2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1 ), th is  becomes:
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Flv := (T~2 -  1 )*sqrt(ResFlF2)* (2*al*v +
sqrt (d) * (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al''2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2) )
/ (  sqrt(d )*(a l*b 2-a2*b l)'‘2*(T -l)~2 );
# Check they are the same: 
check := s im p lify ( FIT -  subs
(v = sqrt(R esF lF2)*sqrt(d)* (T“2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1), 
Flv) );
# S im ilarly  for F2:
F2v := (T'~2 -  l)*sqrt(ResFlF2)*(2*a2*v + 
sqrt(d)*(-2*a2'"2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)) 
/ (  sq rt(d )*(a l*b 2-a2*b l)~2*(T -l)'‘2 );
# Check they are the same: 
check := s im p lify ( F2T -  subs
(v = sqrt(R esF lF2)*sqrt(d)* (T~2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1), 
F2v) );
FOv := kl*Flv + k2*F2v;
# Now, we do the map on EE1 : Y"2 = F0*F2.
# On inspecting
# Y“2 = F0v*F2v, we see that:
# (Y *d*(al*b2-a2*bl)-2*(T -l)~2/(T ~2-l))'‘2 =
# d*ResFlF2*(kl*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al"2*c2+a2*bl''2-bl*al*b2))
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2'‘2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl)))
# *(2*a2*v + sq r t(d )*
# (-2*a2'"2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2'‘2+b2*a2*bl))
# I f we wish, we can take sqrt(d)
# to be any expression that
# i s  negated by conjugation,
# such as sqrt(d) = l/(b l* c 2  -  b 2 * c l) .
# or even sqrt(d) =
# kl -  k2, for  example.
# At th is  p o in t, we can turn
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# th is  in to  an e l l i p t i c  curve
# by m ultip lying both s id es by
# T~2 = x and incorporating the T~2
# on the LHS in to  the y-coordinate:
# (T*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl) ~2*(T-1) ''2 /(T ''2 -l)) “2 =
# d*ResFlF2*x*(kl*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al~2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2))
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2'"2+b2*a2*bl) ) )
# *(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl))
# = d*ResFlF2*
# (v + sqrt(R esF lF2*d))/(v  -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d))
# *(k l*(2*al*v  + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al'‘2*c2+a2*bl'‘2 -b l*a l*b 2))
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2“2+b2*a2*bl)))
# *(2*a2*v + sq r t(d )*
# (-2*a2'"2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''‘2+b2*a2*bl) )
# so th a t, on m ultip lying both
# s id es by (v -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d)) ~2:
# (T*Y*d*(v -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d))*
# (al*b2-a2*bl)~2* (T -l) '"2/(T'-2 - l)  ) "2 =
# d*ResFlF2*(v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
# *(k l*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al‘ 2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2))
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2'‘2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl)) )
# *(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2'‘2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl))
# and ca n cellin g  (T -l) we get:
# (T*Y*d*(v -  sqrt(ResFlF2*d))*
# (a l*b 2-a2*b l)~2*(T -l)/(T + l))~2  =
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# d*ResFlF2*(v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
# *(k l*(2*al*v  + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*a:r 2 *c2+a2 *bl~2 -b l*a l*b 2 ) )
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *a2 '‘2 *cl+2 *a2 *al*c2-a l*b 2 "'2+b2 *a2 *bl) ) )
# *(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *a2 ''2 *cl+2 *a2 *al*c2 -a l*b 2 ~2+b2 *a2 *bl) )
# and replacing
# v = sqrt(ResFlF2)*sqrt(d)*(T~2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1)
# g iv e s :
# (T*Y*d*((T~2+l)/(T~2-l) -  1)*
# (a l*b2-a2*b i;T 2*(T -l)/(T +l))~2  =
# (v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
# *(k l*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+2 *al~2 *c2+a2 *bl''2 -b l*a l*b 2 ) )
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)))
# *(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2'‘2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl))
# and so:
# (2*T*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl)“2 / (T+l)~2)~2 =
# (v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
# *(k l*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+2 *al~2 *c2+a2 *bl'‘2-b l*al*b 2 ) )
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl) ) )
# *(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# (-2*a2'‘2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl))
# [note, i t ’s easy to check that
# the Y-coord map i s  defined over Q]
# The map can be checked with:
(2*T*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2/(T+l)~2)"2 -  
(v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
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*(kl*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+2 *al~2*c2+a2*bl''2 -b l*al*b 2 ) )
+k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*a2's2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2''2+b2*a2*bl)) )
*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d )*
( - 2*a2 ~2 *cl+2 *a2 *al*c2 -a l*b 2 ''2+b2*a2* b l));
subs(T=sigma,subs
(v=sqrt(R esFlF2)*sqrt(d)* (T~2 + 1)/(T~2 -  1 ) ,\'/.));  
s im p lify ( subs( Y~2 = F0*F2, factor(V/.) ) );
# In summary, we have estab lish ed  a map:
# (X,Y) |->  (v ,y ) ,  where:
# v = sqrt(ResFlF2)*sqrt(d)*(sigm a~2 + l)/(sigm a~2 -  1)
# y = 2*sigma*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl)''2/(sigma+l)'s2
# (both of which are e a s ily
# checked to  be defined over Q)
# which i s  from our genus 1 curve EE1 : Y"2 = F0*F2
# to the e l l i p t i c  curve: y~2 = Qv*L0v*L2v, where:
Qv := (v~2 -  ResFlF2*d);
LOv := k l*(2*al*v  + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al-'2*c2+a2*bl''2-bl*al*b2))
+k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*a2-'2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2“2+b2*a2*bl));
L2v := 2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*a2''2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2"2+b2*a2*bl) ;
# and note that the quadratic Qv i s  defined over Q,
# the lin ea r  LOv i s  defined over Q and
# the lin ea r  L2v i s  defined over Q (sqrt(d)).
# I t i s  s t i l l  in  quartic form,
# but we can fin d  the root of LOv: 
vO := solve(L O v,v);
# which g ives the resu lt:
# vO := l/2 * d ~ (l/2 )*
# (2 *kl*al*a2 * c l- 2 *kl*al'‘2 *c2 -k l*a2 *bl''2+kl*bl*al*b2
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# -k2*b2*a2*bl-2*k2*a2*al*c2+k2*al*b2~2+2*cl*k2*a2~2)
# /(k l*a l+ k 2*a2);
factor  (subs (v = vO + 1/u, v -'2 -  ResFlF2*d));
# gave the r e su lt:
# ( d*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*
# (k2~2*b2''2+2*kl*bl*k2*b2-4*al*cl*kl~2
# -4*al*kl*c2*k2-4*k2''2*a2*c2+kl''2*bl~2-4*cl*kl*k2*a2)
# *u~2
# +4*d~(1 /2 ) * (kl*al+k2*a2) *
# (2*kl*al*a2*cl-2*kl*al~2*c2-kl*a2*bl~2
# +kl*bl*al*b2-k2*b2*a2*bl-2*k2*a2*al*c2+
# k2*al*b2‘'2+2*cl*k2*a2~2)*u
# +4*(kl*al+k2*a2)~2 ) /
# ( 4*(kl*al+k2*a2)'-2*u'‘2 ); 
check := fa cto r
(subs(v = vO + 1/u, v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)) -
(d*(al*b2-a2*bl)"2*
(k2''2*b2~2+2*kl*bl*k2*b2-4*al*cl*kl~2
-4*al*kl*c2*k2-4*k2~2*a2*c2+
kl~2*bl~2-4*cl*kl*k2*a2)*u~2
+4*d~(1 /2) * (kl*al+k2*a2) *
(2*kl*al*a2*cl-2*kl*al''2*c2-kl*a2*bl~2
+kl*bl*al*b2-k2*b2*a2*bl-2*k2*a2*al*c2+
k2*al*b2~2+2*cl*k2*a2~2) *u
+4*(kl*al+k2*a2)~2 )
/ ( 4 * (kl*al+k2*a2)“2*u~2 ); 
sim plify(V /.);
factor(su b s(v  = vO + 1/u, LOv));
# gave the r e su lt:  2*(kl*al+k2*a2)/u  
check :=
factor(su b s(v  = vO + 1/u, LOv)) -  2*(kl*al+k2*a2)/u; 
sim plify(V/,) ;
factor(su b s(v  = vO + 1/u, L2v));
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# gave the r e s u lt :
# ( -cT (l/2)*k l*(a l*b2-a2*b l)~2*u
# + 2*a2*(kl*al+k2*a2) ) / (  (kl*al+k2*a2)*u ); 
check
:= factor(su b s(v  = vO + 1/u, L2v)) -  
( -d~ (l/2 )* k l* (a l* b 2 -a 2 * b l)',2*u 
+ 2*a2*(kl*al+k2*a2) ) / (  (kl*al+k2*a2)*u ); 
sim plify(\% );
# On absorbing the denominators in  y “2, we get
# yy~2 = Qu*L2u, where:
yy := 2*y*(kl*al+k2*a2)/(v-v0)~2;
# same as 2*y*(kl*al+k2*a2)*u~2 
Qu := d*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*  
(k2~2*b2~2+2*kl*bl*k2*b2-4*al*cl*kl~2 
-4*al*kl*c2*k2-4*k2'-2*a2*c2+kl~2*bl~2 
-4*cl*kl*k2*a2)*u"2
+4*d~(1 /2 )* (kl*al+k2*a2)* 
(2*k l*al*a2*cl-2*kl*al'‘2*c2-kl*a2*bl''2 
+kl*bl*al*b2-k2*b2*a2*bl- 
2*k2*a2*al*c2+k2*al*b2'‘2+2*cl*k2*a2'‘2)*u 
+4*(kl*al+k2*a2)~2;
L2u := -2*d~(l/2)*k l*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*u  
+ 4*a2*(kl*al+k2*a2);
check := yy~2 -  subs(u = l/(v -v O ), Qu*L2u); 
subs(y~2 = Qv*L0v*L2v, \%); 
sim plify(V/,) ;
# So, the curve
# yy~2 = Qu*L2u i s  our required form.
# To be system atic, i t  i s  probably
# b etter  always to  use the above
# map to  obtain the quadratic-over-Q
# and the lin ear-over-Q (sq rt(d ))
# for the next step , and avoid
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# ways of g e ttin g  a quadratic and lin ea r
# (even when other maps are p o s s ib le ) .
# S im ilarly  from EE2 : Y~2 = F0*F1, we get:
# (2*T*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl)-'2 /(T + l)'‘2)~2 =
# (v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
# *(k l*(2*al*v  + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+ 2 *al~2 *c2+a2 *bl~2 -b l*a l*b 2 ) )
# +k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *a2 ~2 *cl+2 *a2 *al*c2 -a l*b 2 "2+b2 *a2* b l) ))
# *(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*
# ( - 2 *al*a2 *cl+2 *al~2 *c2+a2 *bl~2 -b l*a l*b 2 ) )
# The map can be checked with:
(2*T*Y*d*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2/(T+l)~2)~2 -  
(v~2 -  ResFlF2*d)
*(k l*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al~2*c2+a2*bl''2-bl*al*b2))
+k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*
(~2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-a l*b 2''2+b2*a2* b l)) )
*(2*al*v + sqrt(d )*
( - 2*al*a2 *cl+2 *al''2 *c2+a2 *bl~2-b l*a l*b 2 ) );
subs(T=sigm a,subs(v=sqrt(ResFlF2)*sqrt(d)
*0T2 + 1)/(T~2 -  l) ,\° /.) );
s im p lify ( subs( Y~2 = F0*F1, factor(\°/0) ) );
# In summary, we have estab lish ed  a map
# [the same map as for EE1] :
# (X,Y) |->  (v , y) ,  where:
# v = sqrt(ResFlF2)*sqrt(d)*(sigm a~2 + l)/(sigm a~2 -  1)
# y = 2*sigma*Y*d* (al*b2-a2*bl) '‘2 / (sigma+1) "2
# (both of which are e a s ily  checked
# to  be defined over Q)
# which i s  from our genus 1 curve
# EE2 : Y~2 = F0*F1
# to  the e l l i p t i c  curve:
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# y~2 = Qv*LOv*Llv, where:
Qv := (v~2 -  ResFlF2*d);
LOv : =
kl*(2*al*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al''2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2)) 
+k2*(2*a2*v + sqrt(d)*  
(-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)) ; 
Llv : =
2*al*v + sqrt(d )*
(-2*al*a2*cl+2*al~2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2);
# and note again that the
# quadratic Qv i s  defined over Q,
# the lin ea r  LOv i s  defined over Q and
# the lin ea r  Llv i s  defined over Q (sqrt(d )).
# Taking vO to  be the root of
# LOv and u = l/(v-vO ) (as b efore), we get:
# E2 : yy~2 = Qu*Llu, where:
yy := 2*y*(kl*al+k2*a2)/(v-v0)~2;
# same as 2*y*(kl*al+k2*a2)*u~2 
Qu : =
d*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*
(k2~2*b2"'2+2*kl*bl*k2*b2-4*al*cl*kl~2
-4*al*kl*c2*k2-4*k2''2*a2*c2+kl~2*
bl'"2-4*cl*kl*k2*a2)*u''2
+4*d~(l/2)*(kl*al+k2*a2)*
(2*kl*al*a2*cl-2*kl*al''2*c2-kl*a2*bl~2
+kl*bl*al*b2-k2*b2*a2*bl-2*k2*a2*al*c2
+k2*al*b2''2+2*cl*k2*a2~2) *u
+4*(kl*al+k2*a2)~2;
Liu : =
2*d~(l/2)*k2*(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*u  
+4*al*(kl*al+k2*a2);
# [same as Liu, except with
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# each ?1 swapped with ?2
# and sqrt(d) replaced by -sq rt(d )]
check := yy~2 - subs(u = l/(v-vO), Qu*Llu); 
subs(y~2 = Qv*LOv*Llv, \7.); 
simplify(factor(\%));
# In summary, we have taken our
# genus 1 curves (in  quartic form ):
# EE1: Y~2 = F0*F2 and EE2: Y~2 = F0*F1
# and used (X,Y) | —> (u,yy)
# [both u and yy defined over Q] above
# to map to: El : yy~2 = Qu*L2u
# and E2 : yy~2 = Qu*Llu,
# where Qu i s  a quadratic defined over Q,
# and Llu,L2u are e ith er
# both defined over Q,
# or are quadratic and conjugate.
# Note that these are 2 - to - l  maps
# (not b ira tio n a l transform ations)
# which presumably induce
# isogen ies on the Jacobians.
# I t  i s  a lso  worth mentioning
# the sp e c ia l case when sigma i s
# already defined over Q.
# This happens when d*ResFlF2 i s  square
# (an example i s  FI = X~2 + I*p
# and F2 = X~2 -  I*p, when
# d = -1 and ResFlF2 = -4*p“2 ) .
# In th is  case, T = sigma
# i s  already defined over Q. R ecall:
# FITvar := (2*al*ResFlF2*(T~2 + 1) +
# (-2*al*a2*cl+2*al“2*c2+a2*bl~2-bl*al*b2)
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# *sqrt(R esF lF2)*0r2 -  1))
# /((a l*b 2-a2*b l)~ 2*(T -l)~2  );
# F2Tvar := (2*a2*ResFlF2*(T~2 + 1) +
# (-2*a2~2*cl+2*a2*al*c2-al*b2~2+b2*a2*bl)
# *sqrt(ResFlF2)*(T~2 -  1))
# / ( (al*b2-a2*bl) '"2* (T -l) ~2 );
# FOTvar := kl*FlTvar + k2*F2Tvar;
# so that EE1 : Y~2 = F0*F2 gives:
# (Y *(al*b2-a2*bl)~2*(T-l)~2)~2
# = x*F0xNiimer*F2xNumer;
# where FOxNumer
# := kl*FlxNumer + k2*F2xNumer;
# S im ilarly  EE2 : Y~2 = FO*Fl g ives:
# (Y*(al*b2-a2*bl)',2* (T -l)'‘2)~2
# = x*FlxNumer*F2xNumer;
# The map (X,Y) |->
# (x ,Y *(al*b2-a2*bl)"2*(T - l)"2) i s  (for
# th is  sp e c ia l case) already
# defined over Q, and the resu ltin g
# curves are already of the required
# form, without needing
# to use v (although i t  doesn’t  do any harm).
# Note th a t, for  consistency we should
# probably s t i l l  map
# the root of FlxNumer to  in f in ity .
# For the next step , we s ta r t  with:
# El : yy~2 = Qu*L2u,
# where Qu i s  quadratic and
# defined over Q, and L2u i s  lin ear
# and defined  over Q (sqrt(d)).
# Say, L2u = L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d),
# where L2rat, L2sqrtd are both defined over Q.
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Qu := a*u~2 + b*u + c;
L2rat := g2*u + h2;
L2sqrtd := i2*u + j 2;
# so that:
L2u := L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d);
# Now, l e t  yy = r + s* sq rt(d ), so that:
# (r + s*sq rt(d ))~2  = Qu*(L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d)); 
El:»
(r + s*sq rt(d ))~2  -  Qu*(L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
# so that our e l l i p t i c  curve i s  El = 0.
El := expand(El);
# Now s p l i t  El in to  i t s
# ra tion a l part and co eff of sq rt(d ):
Elsqrtd := c o e ff(E l, sq r t(d ));
# which corresponds to: 2*r*s -  Qu*L2sqrtd
# that i s ,  the equation: 2*r*s = Qu*L2sqrtd.
Elrat := expand(El -  sq rt(d )*E lsq rtd );
# which corresponds to: r~2 + d*s~2 -  Qu*L2rat
# that i s ,  the equation: r~2 + d*s~2 = Qu*L2rat
# Now, use the f i r s t  equation to  so lve for  r: 
so lv e (E lsq r td ,r );
# and su b stitu te  in to  the second equation: 
eqna := subs(r=\%, E lrat);
# which g ives:
# Qu'‘2*L2sqrtd~2/(4*s''2) + d*s~2 = Qu*L2rat
# eqna := Qu~2*L2sqrtd''2/(4*s~2)
# + d*s~2 -  Qu*L2rat;
# Now le t  t  = s~2/Qu:
eqnb := sim plify (4*t*su b s(s = sqrt(t*Q u), eqna)/Qu);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd"2 + 4*d*t~2 = 4*L2rat*t
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# eqnb := L2sqrtd~2 + 4*d*t~2 -  4*L2rat*t;
# We want to  parametrise the genus 0
# curve eqnb as t ( z ) ,u ( z ) .
# Rather than ju st  le t t in g  Maple
# choose some random param etrisation,
# i t ’s b e tter  to  f ix  a natural
# choice of basepoint, such
# as u = root of L2sqrtd,
# t  = 0, which s a t i s f i e s  eqnb.
eqnc := s im p lify (su b s(t = L2sqrtd*z, eqnb)/L2sqrtd);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z"'2 = 4*L2rat*z
# eqnc := L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z~2 -  4*L2rat*z; 
uz := so lve(eqnc, u ) ;
# which g ives:
uz := -(j2+4*z~2*d*j2-4*z*h2)/(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2); 
tz  := sim plify(subs(u=uz, L2sqrtd*z));
# which g ives:
tz  := 4*z~2*(h2*i2-g2*j2)/(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# Check that th is  i s  a param etrisation of eqnb: 
check := sim plify(subs(u=uz, t= tz , eqnb));
# Our new genus 2 curve i s  then s~2 = tz*Qu(uz);
Quz := factor(sim p lify(su b s(u = u z, Qu)));
# which g ives:
Quz : =
(a*j2''2+8*a*z''2*d*j2~2-8*a*z*h2*j2+
16*a*z'"4*d''2*j2'‘2-32*a*z"3*d*j2*h2+16*a*z's2
*h2'’2-b*i2*j2-8*b*z''2*d=i'i2*j2+4*b*z*g2*j2
-16*b*z''4*d"'2*j2*i2+16*b*z''3*d*j2*g2+
4*b*z*h2*i2+16*b*z'‘3*h2*i2*d-16*b*z'‘2*h2*g2
+c*i2 ''2+8*c*z‘'2 *d*i2 ''2 - 8*c*z*g2* i2+
16*c*i2-'2*z''4*d''2-32*c*i2*z''3*d*g2+16*c*z'‘2*g2''2)
/ (i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)~2;
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# so that s~2 = tz*Quz becomes:
# ss~2 -  ttz*QQuz, where:
ss := s*(i2+4*i2*z"2*d-4*z*g2)" 2 /(2 * z ); 
t t z  := (h2*i2-g2*j2)*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
QQuz :=
a*j2 "'2+8*a*z~2 *d*j2 ''2 - 8*a*z*h2 * j2+
16*a*z‘'4*d~2*j2"'2-32*a*z''3*d*j2*h2+16*a*z''2
*h2~2-b*i2*j2-8*b*z~2*d*i2*j2+4*b*z*g2*j2
-16*b*z~4*d''2*j2*i2+16*b*z''3*d*j2*g2+
4*b*z*h2*i2+16*b*z~3*h2*i2*
( - 16 ) *b*z"'2 *h2 *g2+c*i2 ~2+8*c*z'‘2*d*i2 ''2 - 8*c*z*g2* i2+ 
16*c*i2''2*z~4*d"2-32*c*i2*z''3*d*g2+16*c*z''2*g2''2; 
check := subs(s~2 = tz*Quz, ss~2 -  ttz*QQuz);
# So, ss  2 = ttz*QQuz i s  our new genus 2 curve over Q,
# where t t z  i s  quadratic and QQuz i s  quartic.
# Note a lso  that Qu has r o o ts :
# l/2 /a * (-b + (b ~ 2 -4 * a * c )~ (l/2 )),
# l /2 /a * ( -b - (b “2 -4 * a * c)~ (l/2 ))
# and so 4*a*Qu i s  ju st:
# (2*a*u + b + (b ~2-4*a*c)~(l/2 ))
# *(2*a*u + b -  (b~2-4*a*c) ~(1 /2 ))
# Now, note that:
G1 := subs(u=uz, 2*a*u + b +
(b~2-4*a*c) “ (1 /2) ) * (i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which i s  the same as:
G1 := -2*a*j2-8*a*z~2*d*j2+8*a*z*h2+ 
b*i2+4*b*i2*z~2*d-4*b*z*g2 
+(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)*(b~2-4*a*c)~(l/2);
# S im ilarly:
G2 := subs(u=uz, 2*a*u + b -
(b"2-4*a*c)~(1 /2 ) )* (i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which i s  the same as:
G2 := -2*a*j2-8*a*z~2*d*j2+8*a*z*h2+
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b*i2+4*b*i2*z~2*d-4*b*z*g2 
-(i2+ 4*i2*z'‘2*d-4*z*g2)*(b~2-4*a*c) “ (1 /2) ;
# Also, absorb a factor  of "a" in to  t t z  and c a l l  i t  GO 
GO := a*ttz;
# which is the same as:
GO := a*(h2*i2-g2*j2)
*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# Note that G0*G1*G2 = 4*a~2*ttz*QQuz 
check := fa cto r
(simplify(expand(G0*Gl*G2))) -  4*a~2*ttz*QQuz;
# so that the genus 2 curve
# ss~2 = ttz*QQuz can be w ritten  as
# sss~2 = G0*G1*G2, where
# sss = 2*a*ss = S*a*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)''2/z; 
sss := S*a*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)','2/z;
# Simleirly:
G2 := subs(u=uz, 2*a*u + b -
(b~2-4*a*c) ~ (1 /2) ) * (i2+4*i2*z'‘2*d-4*z*g2) ;
# which i s  the same as:
G2 := -2*a*j2-8*a*z~2*d*j2+8*a*z*h2+ 
b*i2+4*b*i2*z“2*d-4*b*z*g2 
-(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)*(b~2-4*a*c)~(1 /2 );
# Also, absorb a factor  of "a" in to  t t z  and c a l l  i t  GO 
GO := a*ttz;
# which i s  the same as:
GO := a*(h2*i2-g2*j2)*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# Note that G0*G1*G2 = 4*a~2*ttz*qQuz 
check :=
factor(simplify(expand(G0*Gl*G2))) -  4*a~2*ttz*QQuz;
# so that the genus 2 curve
# ss~2 = ttz*QQuz can be w ritten  as
# sss~2 = G0*G1*G2, where
# sss = 2*a*ss = S*a*(i2+4*i2*z"'2*d-4*z*g2)'"2/z;
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sss := S*a*(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2)''2/z;
check := sim plify(subs(s~2  = tz*Quz, sss~2 -  G0*G1*G2));
# In summary, our genus 2 curve
# over Q is :  s s s “2 = G0*G1*G2,
# where G0,G1,G2 are at most
# quadratic, where GO i s  defined over Q,
# and where G1,G2 are e ith e r  defined over Q
# (which happens when Qu factors
# in to  lin ea r  fa cto rs  over Q)
# or G1,G2 are defined over a quadratic
# number f ie ld  and are conjugate
# (when Qu was ir r e d u c ib le ) .
# Note a lso  that GO i s  lin e a r ly
# dependent on G1,G2. Take:
kkl := l/2*a*(h2*i2-g2*j2)/(b~2-4*a*c)~(l/2); 
kk2 := -l/2*a*(h2*i2-g2*j2)/(b~2-4*a*c)“(1/2);
# Then kkl and kk2 are conjugates,
# and GO = kkl*Gl + kk2*G2:
check := sim plify(kkl*G l + kk2*G2 -  GO);
# So we are now through a
# complete cy c le , and G0,G1,G2 can
# be taken as the F0,F1,F2 for a new cycle .
# Of course, i f  the same process
# were to  be performed with
# the conjugate E2 : yy"2 = Qu*Llu,
# where Liu i s  the conjugate of L2u,
# then the f in a l  genus 2
# curve would be the same.
# I t i s  worth mentioning here
# the exceptional case when d=l;
# that i s  to  say, when Liu and
# L2u are defined over Q.
# In that case, i t  i s  not obvious,
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# ju st by looking at L2u alone (say)
# how to  w rite L2u as
# L2u := L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d).
# In that case you should use both
# Liu and L2u (from the previous step)
# and note that:
# L2u := L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d);
# Liu := L2rat -  L2sqrtd*sqrt(d);
# so one can take, when d=l:
# L2rat := (L2u + L lu)/2;
# L2sqrtd := (L2u -  L lu)/2;
# a fter  which the algebra for g e ttin g
# G0,G1,G2 from El i s  the same as before.
# Might as w ell apply the above to an example.
# We have our s ta r tin g  curve
# Y~2 = (X~2 + p)*(X~2 -  p*I)*(X~2 + p *I),
# so that:
FO := X"'2 + p;
FI := X~2 -  p*I;
F2 := X~2 + p*I; 
aO := coeff(F0,X,2); 
bO := coeff(F0.X.1); 
cO := coeff(F0,X,0); 
al := coeff(FI,X,2); 
bl := coeff(FI,X,1); 
cl := coeff(FI,X,0); 
a2 := coeff(F2,X,2); 
b2 := coeff(F2,X,1); 
c2 := coeff(F2.X.0);
ResFlF2 := resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X );
# which gave: -4*p'-2
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# Note that sqrt(ResFlF2)
# annoyingly g iv es  2*(-p~2)“( l /2 )  and
# we'd prefer p to  be taken to the outside: 
rr := fa c to r s (fa c to r (r e su lta n t(F I ,F 2 ,X ))); 
sqrtResFlF2
:= sq r t(r r [1 ])*product(
(rr [2] [ i]  [1] ) ~ (iquo(rr [2] [ i]  [2] ,2 ))
*(sqrt(rr[ 2 ][i] [ 1 ] ) ) “(irem(rr[2] [i] [ 2 ] ,2 ) ) ,  
i = 1..nops(rr [2]));
# which g iv es  the n icer form of the resu lt:  
sqrtResFlF2 := 2*I*p;
# We can so lve  for k l,k2
# using one of:
# kl := (b2*a0-b0*a2)/(al*b2-a2*bl);
# k2 := (-bl*aO +al*bO )/(al*b2-a2*bl);
# or, kl := -(a 2 * c0 -a 0 * c2 )/(a l* c2 -a 2 * c l);
# k2 := (a l* c 0 -c l* a 0 )/(a l* c 2 -a 2 * c l);
# or, k l := (b2*c0-b0*c2)/(-b l*c2+b2*cl);
# k2 := -(b l* c0 -c l* b 0 )/(-b l* c2 + b 2 * c l);
# The f i r s t  would involve
# d iv is io n  by 0, so use the second: 
kl := -(a 2 * c0 -a 0 * c2 )/(a l* c2 -a 2 * c l); 
k2 := (a l* c 0 -c l* a 0 )/(a l* c 2 -a 2 * c l); 
kl := expand(kl); k2 := expand(k2);
# This gave the resu lt:  
kl := l /2 + l /2 * I ;
k2 := 1 /2 -1 /2 * !;
# Now check that indeed F0 := kl*Fl + k2*F2: 
check := expand(kl*Fl + k2*F2 -  F 0);
# Of course, i t  i s  obvious that
# the in volu tion  which swaps the roots
# of G1 and swaps the roots of G2 i s  ju st  X |->  -X,
# but we might as w ell t e s t  the formula in  Lemma{lem:tau}
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tau := ( (al*c2-a2*cl)*X  + b l*c2-b2*cl)
/ ( (a2*bl-al*b2)*X + a 2 * c l-a l* c 2 );
# and indeed i t  g ives tau := -X, as expected.
# Also, sigma i s  the exceptional case where b l*c2-b2*cl and
# a2*bl-al*b2 are both 0, s in ce bl=b2=0, when we have: 
sigma := X;
sigmainv := T;
# Now, focus on the 3 curves r e la tin g  to  the id en tity :
# EEO : Y~2 = F1*F2 = X~4 + p~2,
# EE1 : Y~2 = F0*F2 = (X~2 + p)*(X~2 + I*p),
# EE2 : Y~2 = F0*F1 = (X~2 + p)*(X~2 -  I* p ).
# The f i r s t  of these i s  an e l l i p t i c  curve over Q, isogenous
# under (X,Y) |->  (X~2, X*Y) to y~2 = x*(x~2 + p ~ 2).
# I t ’s rank i s  relevant ( i f  the rank i s  0, then the method i s
# immediately su ccessfu l in  excluding th is  c a s e ) , but i s
# not need for  constructing the next genus 2 curve
# (which only involves EE1.EE2). We f i r s t  need to  map EE1.EE2
# to e l l i p t i c  curves E1,E2 of the form:
# square = (quadratic over Q )*(linear over Q (I)),
# and such that the map on the x-coordinate i s  Q -rational.
FOT := subs(X = sigmainv, F 0);
FIT := subs(X = sigmainv, FI);
F2T := subs(X = sigmainv, F 2);
# At th is  p o in t, we have only even-power terms in  T, and so
# EE1 : Y 2 = F0T*F2T = (T~2 + p)*(T~2 + I*p) becomes:
# (T*Y)~2 = T~2*(T~2 + p)*(T~2 + I*p)
# and EE2 : Y 2 = F0T*F1T = (T~2 + p)*(T~2 -  I*p) becomes:
# (T*Y)~2 = T~2*(T~2 + p)*(T',2 -  I*p)
FOx := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , FOT);
Fix := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , FIT);
F2x := subs(T = s q r t (x ) , F2T);
# . . .  which means that EE1 maps under (X,Y) |->  (X'‘2, X*Y) to:
# square = x*(x + p)*(x + I*p)
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# and EE2 maps under the same
# map to : square = x*(x + p)*(x -  I*p)
# These are already of the required form
# (quadratic over Q )*(linear over Q (I)),
# and the map X |->  x = sigma~2 = X~2
# i s  already Q -rational.
# However, note that
# th is  example i s  unusual in  that
# normally that map X |->  x = sigma~2
# i s  not Q -rational. We normally
# need a further mobius transformation
# to g ive v , which i s  Q -rational.
# I t  i s  worth (for  being system atic)
# going through what the e l l ip t i c
# curves become i f  we s t ic k  s t r ic t ly
# to the step s given above
# for the general case.
# These say that we should now
# change from x to  v, where
# v := sq rt(d *R esF lF 2)* (x+ l)/(x -1 ),
# where d = -1 and ResFlF2 = -4*p~2,
# so that sqrt(d*ResFlF2) = 2*p,
# so that:
# v := 2 * p *(x+ l)/(x -1 ) which
# has inverse x := (v+ 2*p)/(v-2*p);
# We now see what:
# square = x*(x + p)*(x + I*p) becomes: 
subs( x = (v+2*p)/ (v-2*p),
x*(x + p )*(x + I*p) );
# We can m ultip ly through by (v -  2*p)''4,
# which i s  square and so
# can be absorbed in to  y~2:
Elv := factor(\°/0*(v-2*p)~4) ;
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# This gave the resu lt:
# (v+2*p)*(v-2*p)*
# (v+v*p+2*p-2*p~2)*(v+2*p+I*p*v-2*I*p"2)
# where the lin e a r  factor
# v+v*p+2*p-2*p“2 arose from x + p,
# which in  turn arose from
# FO = X~2 + p. The general strategy
# t e l l s  us that we should f i r s t  find
# vO, the root of th is  factor: 
vO := solve(v+v*p+2*p-2*p~2,v);
# and now we map to  u = l/(v -v O ),
# with inverse v = vO + 1/u,
# which has the e f fe c t  of
# mapping (v0 ,0) to  in f in ity :  
factorC subs(v = vO + 1/u, Elv) );
# We a lso  m ultip ly through by
# u~4*(p+l)'‘2, which gets  absorbed in to  the y~2: 
\%*u'‘4*(p+l)~2;
# . .  and a lin e a r  change in
# u takes i t  to  a n icer  form:
factorC subs( u = ( -l/4* (p + l)" 2 /p ~3  )*u 
-  l/4 * (p + l)/p ~ 2 , \7, ) )* p ~ 4 /(p + ir6 ;
# which g iv es: El: square = u*(u+p)*( (1 -I)*u  -  I*p )
# S im ilarly  E2: square = u*(u+p)*( (1+I)*U + I*p )
# So for step  2 applied to E1,E2, we can e ith e r  use:
# El : yy~2 = Qx*L2x = x*(x+p)*(x+I*p)
# E2 : yy~2 = Qx*Llx = x*(x+p)*(x-I*p)
# (as in  the a r t ic le )  OR we could use the "systematic" choice
# El : yy'‘2 = Qu*L2u = u*(u+p)*( (1-I)*u  -  I*p )
# E2 : yy~2 = Qu*Llu = u*(u+p)*( (1+1)*u + I*p )
# Since the two versions of El
# are b ira t equiv (as are the two
# versions of E2), the resu ltin g
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# genus 2 curve should be the
# same (up to  b irat equiv)
# e ith e r  way. S t i l l ,  i t  doesn’t  do any
# harm to  fo llow  i t  through
# using both versions, ju st in case
# one version  makes cyclin g
# ea sier  to  spot than the other.
# We are studying
# points (x ,yy) on El with
# x in  Q and yy in  Q (sqrt(d)) = Q (I).
Qx := x*(x+p);
L2x := x+I*p; 
d := -1;
L2rat := x; # the ra tion a l part of L2x 
L2sqrtd := p;
# the part of L2x being m ultip lied  by sqrt(d)
# so that: L2x := L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d); 
a := c o e ff(Q x ,x ,2 );
b := co e ff(Q x ,x ,1); 
c := c o e ff(Q x ,x ,0 );
# so that Qx := a*x~2 + b*x + c; 
g2 := c o e ff(L 2 r a t ,x ,1);
h2 := c o e ff(L 2 r a t ,x ,0 );
# so that L2rat := g2*x + h2; 
i2  := co e ff(L 2 sq rtd ,x ,1);
j2 := co e ff(L 2 sq r td ,x ,0 );
# so that L2sqrtd := i2*x + j 2;
# Now, l e t  yy = r + s* sq rt(d ), so that:
# (r + s*sqrt(d))"'2
# = Qx*(L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
El := (r + s*sq rt(d ))~2  -  
Qx*(L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
# so that our e l l i p t i c  curve i s  El = 0.
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# For th is  example, th is  g ives:
# El := (r+I*s)~2-x*(x+p)*(x-p)
El := expand(El);
# Now s p l i t  El in to  i t s
# ra tion a l part and co eff of sqrt(d ):
Elsqrtd := c o e ff(E l, sq r t(d ));
# which corresponds to:
# 2*r*s -  Qx*L2sqrtd = 2*r*s-p*x''2-x*p"2
# that i s ,  the equation:
# 2*r*s = Qx*L2sqrtd. i . e .  2*r*s = p*x~2+x*p~2 
Elrat := expand(El -  sq rt(d )*E lsq rtd );
# which corresponds to:
# r~2 + d*s~2 -  Qx*L2rat = r~2-s~2-x'‘3-p*x~2
# that i s ,  the equation:
# r~2 + d*s~2 = Qx*L2rat i . e .  r~2-s'"2 = x"'3+p*x~2
# Now, use the f i r s t  equation to  so lve for r: 
so lv e (E lsq r td ,r ); # which g ives: l/2*p*x*(x+p)/s
# and su b stitu te  in to  the second equation: 
eqna := subs(r=\%, E lrat);
# which g ives:
# Qx~2*L2sqrtd~2/(4*s'‘2) + d*s"2 = Qx*L2rat
# eqna := Qx~2*L2sqrtd''2/(4*s''2)
# + d*s~2 -  Qx*L2rat;
# Now l e t  t  = s “2/Qx: 
eqnb := sim plify(4*t*subs  
(s = sqrt(t*Q x), eqna)/Qx);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd'‘2 + 4*d*t~2 = 4*L2rat*t
# eqnb
# := L2sqrtd~2 + 4*d*t~2 -  4*L2rat*t;
# In th is  example, th is  g ives:
# p~2 -  4*t~2 -  4*t*x
# which i s  the equation:
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# 4*t*x = -4*t~2 + p~2
# We want to  parametrise the
# genus 0 curve eqnb as t ( z ) ,x ( z ) .
# Rather than ju st  le t t in g  Maple
# choose some random param etrisation,
# i t ’s b etter  to  f ix  a natural
# choice of basepoint, such
# as x = root of L2sqrtd,
# t  = 0, which s a t i s f i e s  eqnb. 
eqnc :=
s im p lify (su b s(t = L2sqrtd*z, eqnb)/L2sqrtd);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z'-2 = 4*L2rat*z
# eqnc :=
# L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z'-2 -  4*L2rat*z;
# which in  th is  case is :
# eqnc := p-4*z*x-4*p*z~2; 
xz := so lve(eqnc, x ) ;
# which g ives xz := -l/4 * p * (-l+ 4 * z ''2 )/z
# Of course, we could a lso  have
# ju st used the general formula for xz
# xz := - ( j2+4*z~2*d*j2-4*z*h2)
# / (i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g ives the same answer.
tz  := sim plify(subs(x=xz, L2sqrtd*z));
# which g ives: t z  := p*z;
# Again, we could a lso  have
# ju st used our general formula:
# tz  := 4*z~2*(h2*i2-g2*j2)
# /(i2 + 4 * i2 * z ,'2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g iv es  the same answer.
# Check that th is  i s  a
# param etrisation of eqnb:
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check := sim plify(subs(x=xz, t= tz , eqnb));
# Our new genus 2 curve i s  then s~2 = tz*Qx(xz);
# factor(sim p lify (tz*su b s(x= xz, Qx)));
# In fa c t ,  the model i s  s l ig h t ly
# simpler with a lin ea r  adjustment
# of z , and absorbing
# 64*(z+2*p)~2 in to  the s~2:
64*(z+2*p)~2*factor
(subs(z= z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , tz*subs(x=xz, Qx)));
# which g ives the resu lt:
# z*(z + 2*p)*(z + 4*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2),
# We should keep track of
# where the d ifferen t fa cto rs  come from:
# We should take as GO
# (our new FO) to be the factor  coming from tz :
GO := 4*factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , t z ) ) ;
# which g ives: GO := z+2*p;
# Now, r e c a ll  that our or ig in a l
# Qx fa cto rs  as: x*(x+p) [of course,
# for a ty p ic a l example,
# Qx w il l  fa cto r  over a quadratic f ie ld  ex te n sio n ].
# G1 and G2 (our new FI and F2)
# are what a r ise  from these factors x and x+p:
G1 := 4*(z+2*p)~2*
factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , su b s(x = x z ,x )));
# which g ives: G1 := -z*(z+2*p)*(z+4*p);
# But note that
# z*(z+2*p)*(z+4*p)*(z~2-8*p~2) = square, and
# so G1 = -z*(z+2*p)*(z+4*p)
# = - (z “2-8*p~2) modulo squares.
# Up to  a con stan t:
G1 := z~2-8*p~2;
# Also:
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G2 := 4* (z+2*p) ’'2*
factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1/2 , subs(x=xz,x+p)) ) ;
# which g ives: G2 := -(z+2*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2);
# which mod squares
# and up to  a constant i s  ju st:
G2 := z*(z+4*p);
# So, th is  i s  a complete cycle ,
# and we can take our new F0,F1,F2
# to be G0,G1,G2. Note that
# GO = ( 1 / (4*p))*Gl -  (l/(4*p))*G 2,
# so that GO i s  indeed a
# lin ea r  combination of Gl and G2.
# Now we a lso  quickly do the
# same as the above, but for the
# other version  of El :
# yy~2 = Qu*L2u = u*(u+p)*( (1 -1 )*u -  I*p )
# to see i f  i t  makes any
# d ifferen ce to  the resu ltin g  genus 2 curve.
# Again, we in v estig a te  points
# (u,yy) on El with u in  Q and yy
# in  Q (sqrt(d)) = Q (I).
Qu := u*(u+p);
L2u := (1 -I)*u  -  I*p; 
d := -1;
L2rat := u; # the ration a l part of Lu2 
L2sqrtd := -u -  p;
# the part of L2u being m ultip lied  by sqrt(d) = I
# so that: L2u := L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d); 
a := co eff(Q u ,u ,2 );
b := co eff(Q u ,u ,1); 
c := co e ff(Q u ,u ,0 );
# so that Qu := a*u~2 + b*u + c; 
g2 := c o e ff(L 2 r a t,u ,1);
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h2 := c o e ff(L 2 r a t ,u ,0 );
# so that L2rat := g2*u + h2; 
i2  := co eff(L 2 sq rtd ,u ,1);
j2 := co e ff(L 2 sq rtd ,u ,0 );
# so that L2sqrtd := i2*u + j2;
# Now, l e t  yy = r + s* sq rt(d ), so that:
# (r + s*sq rt(d ))~2
# = Qu*(L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
El : =
(r + s*sq rt(d ))~2  -  Qu*(L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
# so that our e l l i p t i c  curve i s  El = 0.
# For th is  example,
# th is  g ives: El := u*(u+p)*(u+I*(-u-p))
El := expand(El);
# Now s p l i t  El in to  i t s
# ra tion a l part and co eff of sqrt(d ):
Elsqrtd := c o e ff(E l, sq r t(d ));
# which corresponds to:
# 2*r*s -  Qu*L2sqrtd = 2*r*s+u~3+2*p*u~2+p~2*u
# that i s ,  the equation:
# 2*r*s = Qu*L2sqrtd. i . e .  2*r*s = -u'‘3-2*p*u"2-p''2*u 
Elrat := expand(El -  sq rt(d )*E lsq rtd );
# which corresponds to:
# r~2 + d*s"2 -  Qu*L2rat = r'‘2-s''2-u-'3-p*u''2
# that i s ,  the equation:
# r~2 + d*s~2 = Qu*L2rat i . e .  r~2-s~2 = u''3+p*u“2
# Now, use the f i r s t  equation to  so lve for r: 
so lv e (E lsq r td ,r );
# which g ives: -l/2*u *(u + p )“2 /s
# and su b stitu te  in to  the second equation: 
eqna := subs(r=\%, E lrat);
# which g ives:
# Qu~2*L2sqrtd'"2/(4*s~2) + d*s~2 = Qu*L2rat
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# eqna := Qu~2*L2sqrtd~2/(4*s~2) + d*s~2 -  Qu*L2rat;
# Now l e t  t  = s~2/Qu:
eqnb := sim plify (4*t*su b s(s = sqrt(t*Q u), eqna)/Qu);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd~2 + 4*d*t~2 = 4*L2rat*t
# eqnb := L2sqrtd~2 + 4*d*t~2 -  4*L2rat*t;
# In th is  example, th is
# g ives: p~2+2*p*u-4*t''2+u''2-4*t*u
# which i s  the equation:
# 4*t*u = p~2+2*p*u-4*t~2+u~2
# We want to  parametrise the
# genus 0 curve eqnb as t ( z ) ,u ( z ) .
# Rather than ju st  le t t in g  Maple
# choose some random param etrisation,
# i t ’s b e tter  to  f ix  a natural
# choice of basepoint, such
# as u = root of L2sqrtd,
# t  = 0, which s a t i s f i e s  eqnb. 
eqnc :=
sim p lify (su b s(t = L2sqrtd*z, eqnb)/L2sqrtd);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z~2 = 4*L2rat*z
# eqnc := L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z~2 -  4*L2rat*z;
# which in  th is  case is :
# eqnc := -p+4*p*z’'2+4*z~2*u-u-4*z*u; 
uz := so lve(eqnc, u ) ;
# which g iv es  uz :=
# -p *(-l+ 4*z''2 )/(-l+ 4*z~2-4*z) .
# Of course, we could a lso  have
# ju st used the general formula for uz
# uz := -(j2+4*z~2*d*j2-4*z*h2)
# /(i2 + 4 * i2 * z ’'2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g iv es  the same answer.
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tz  := sim plify(subs(u=uz, L 2sqrtd*z));
# which g ives:
# tz  := 4*p*z~2/(-l+4*z~2-4*z);
# Again, we could a lso  have
# ju st used our general formula:
# tz  := 4*z~2*(h2*i2-g2*j2)
# / (i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g iv es  the same answer.
# Check that th is  i s  a param etrisation of eqnb: 
check := sim plify(subs(u=uz, t= tz , eqnb));
# Our new genus 2 curve
# i s  then s~2 = tz*Qu(uz); 
factor(sim p lify(tz*su b s(u = u z, Q u)));
# In fa c t ,  the model i s
# s l ig h t ly  sim pler with a lin ea r  adjustment
# of z , and absorbing
# (z~2 -  8*p“2 )~ 4 /(  4*p~4*(z+2*p)~2 ) in to  the s~2 
(z~2 -  8*p"2)-'4*factor
(subs(z= z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , tz*subs(u=uz, Qu)))
/ (  4*p'"4* (z+2*p) "2 );
# which g ives the r e su lt:
# z*(z + 2*p)*(z + 4*p)*(z'‘2 -  8*p''2) ,
# which i s  again the same
# as the equation in  the a r t ic le .
# We should keep track of where
# the d iffe r e n t fa cto rs come from:
# We should take as GO (our new FO)
# to be the fa cto r  coming from tz:
GO := (z~2 -  8*p~2)~2*
factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1/2 , t z ) ) / (  p*(z+2*p)~2 );
# which g ives:
GO := z~2 -  8*p~2;
# Now, r e c a ll  that our o r ig in a l Qu
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# fa cto rs as: u*(u+p) [of course,
# for a ty p ica l example, Qu w ill
# factor  over a quadratic f ie ld  ex ten sio n ].
# G1 and G2 (our new FI and F2) are
# what a r ise  from these factors u and u+p:
G1 := -(z~2  -  8*p~2)~2*
factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , subs(u=uz,u )) ) / p ;
# which g ives:
# G1 := z*(z+4*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2);
# But z*(z + 2*p)*(z + 4*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2)
# = square, so that
# z*(z+4*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2)
# = (z + 2*p) mod squares, so that
# G1 mod squares and up to  a constant is :
G1 := z + 2*p;
# Also:
G2 := - ( z “2 -  8*p~2)~2*
factor(subs(z=  z/(4*p) + 1 /2 , subs(u=uz,u+p)))/(4*p"2);
# which g ives:
# G2 := (z + 2*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2);
# which, modulo squares and
# up to a constant is :
G2 := z*(z + 4*p) ;
# So, th is  i s  a complete cy c le ,
# and we can take our new F0,F1,F2
# to be G0,G1,G2.
# Note that GO = G2 -  4*p*Gl,
# so that GO i s  indeed a lin ear
# combination of G1 and G2.
# Note that the two models of
# El gave r is e  to  exactly  the same
# genus 2 curve:
# square = z*(z  + 2*p)*(z + 4*p)*(z~2 -  8*p~2), and
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o# the same 3 at-m ost-quadratic factors:
# z~2 -  8*p"2, z + 2*p, z*(z + 4*p).
# The only d ifferen ce  i s  that the
# f i r s t  version  implied that
# the choice of GO (for  the next cycle)
# should be z + 2*p,
# whereas the "systematic" approach
# suggests that GO should be z~2 -  8*p“2.
# W e'll go with the la t te r  for the next cy c le .
# At th is  p o in t, we have completed
# one cycle  and are ready to  s ta r t
# a new cycle  with F0,F1,F2 being
# the z “2 -  8*p"2, z + 2*p, z*(z + 4*p)
# obtained at the end of the la s t  cy c le .
# Now sta r t  the new cy c le .
FO := (X~2 -  8*p~2) ;
FI := (X + 2*p);
F2 := X*(X + 4*p); 
aO := c o e ff(F 0 ,X ,2 ); 
bO := coeff(F 0 ,X ,1);  
cO := coeff(FO.X.O); 
a l := co e ff(F I ,X ,2); 
bl := c o e ff(F I ,X ,l) ;  
c l  := c o e ff(F I ,X ,0 ); 
a2 := c o e ff(F 2 ,X ,2 ); 
b2 := co eff(F 2 ,X ,1); 
c2 := coeff(F 2 ,X ,0);
ResFlF2 := resu lta n t(F I,F 2 ,X );
# which gave: -4*p~2 which
# i s  the same as for the f i r s t  cycle .
# Note that sqrt(ResFlF2)
# annoyingly g ives 2 * (-p ~ 2 )~ (l/2 ) and
# we’d prefer p to  be taken to  the outside:
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rr := fa c to r s (fa c to r (r e su lta n t(F I ,F 2 ,X )));
sqrtResFlF2
:= s q r t(r r [1])*
product ( (rr [2] [i]  [1] ) ~ (iquo (rr [2] [ i]  [2] , 2) )
*(sqrt (rr [2] [ i]  [1] ) ) “ (irem (rr [2] [ i]  [2] ,2 ) ) ,  
i  = 1 . .nops(rr [2 ]));
# which g ives the n icer form of the r e su lt:  
sqrtResFlF2 := 2*I*p;
kl := -(a 2 * c0 -a 0 * c2 )/(a l* c2 -a 2 * c l); 
k2 := (a l* c 0 -c l* a 0 )/(a l* c 2 -a 2 * c l); 
kl := expand(kl); k2 := expand(k2);
# From the formulae for th ese ,
# th is  gave the resu lt:  
kl := -4*p;
k2 := 1;
# To get tau, which swaps the
# roots of FI and swaps the roots
# of F2, we use the formula
tau := ((al*c2-a2*cl)*X  + b l*c2-b2*cl)
/((a2*bl-al*b2)*X  + a 2 * c l-a l* c 2 ); 
tau := fa c to r (ta u );
# and i t  g iv es  tau := -2*p*(X+4*p)/(X+2*p).
# And from the formula for sigma we get 
sigma := (X + 2*p + 2*I*p)/(X  + 2*p -  2*I*p);
# Also apply the general formula for the inverse of sigma: 
sigmainv
:= - ( (al*c2 -  a 2 * c l)* (T -l) + sqrtResFlF2*(T+l) ) /
( (al*b2 -  a2*b l)*(T -l) ); 
sigmainv := sim p lify(sigm ain v);
# which g ives: sigmainv := 2*p*(-T +I*T + l+ I)/(T -l);
# Now, focus on the 3 curves r e la tin g  to  the id en tity :
# EEO : Y~2 = F1*F2 = (X + 2*p)*X*(X + 4*p),
# EE1 : Y~2 = F0*F2 = (X^2 -  8*p',2)*X*(X + 4*p ),
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# EE2 : Y~2 = F0*F1 = (X~2 -  8*p~2)*(X + 2*p ).
# The f i r s t  of these i s  an e l l i p t i c  curve over Q.
# I t ’s rank i s  relevant
# ( i f  the rank i s  0, then the method i s
# immediately su ccessfu l in
# excluding th is  c a s e ) , but i s
# not needed for constructing
# the next genus 2 curve
# (which only involves EE1.EE2).
# Note that d=l now, so
# that Q (sqrt(d)) i s  ju st  Q.
# We f i r s t  need to map EE1.EE2
# to  e l l i p t i c  curves E1,E2 of the form:
# square = (quadratic over Q )*(linear over Q),
# and such that the map on
# the x-coordinate i s  Q -rational.
FOT : =
subs(X = sigmainv, F 0);
FOT : =
factor(expand(sim plify(FO T)))*(T -  1)'‘2;
FIT : =
subs(X = sigmainv, FI);
FIT : =
factor(expand(sim plify(F lT )))*(T  -  1)~2;
F2T : =
subs(X = sigmainv, F 2);
F2T : =
factor(expand(sim plify(F2T)))*(T  -  1)~2;
# These gave:
# FOT := ( -8 -8 * I )* 0 r 2 -I )* p “2;
# FIT := 2*I*p*(T“2 - l ) ;
# F2T := -8*p~2*(T~2+l);
# At th is  p o in t, we have only
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# even-power terms in T
FOx := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , FOT);
Fix := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , FIT);
F2x := subs(T = sq r t(x ) , F2T);
# . .  which means that EE1 maps
# under (X,Y) |->  (sigma~2, sigma*Y*(sigma-l)“3)
# to: square = 64*(1+I)*p~4*x*(x-I)*(x+1)
# which s im p lif ie s  to:
# square = (1+I)*x*(x-I)*(x+1)
# and EE2 maps under the same map to:
# square = 1 6 * (l-I)* p ~ 3 * x * (x -I)* (x -l)
# which s im p lif ie s  to:
# square = (1 -I)*p *x*(x -I)* (x -1 )
# However, the x-coordinate map
# X |->  x = sigma"'2 i s  not Q -rational, and
# so we need a further mobius
# transform ation to  map i t  Q -rational.
# We need the further mobius transformation
# to give v, which i s  Q -rational.
# The general case t e l l s  us
# we should now change from x to  v where:
# v := sq r t(d * R esF lF 2 )* (x + l)/(x -l) ,
# where d = 1 and ResFlF2 = -4*p''2>
# so that sqrt(d*ResFlF2) = 2*p*I, so that:
# v := 2 * p * I* (x + l)/(x -l)
# which has inverse x := (v+2*p*I)/(v-2*p*I);
# We now see th a t :
# square = (1+I)*x*(x-I)*(x+1) becomes: 
subs( x = (v+ 2*p*I)/(v-2*p*I),
(1+I)*x*(x-I)*(x+1) );
# We can m ultip ly through by
# ( l /4 )* (v  -  2*I*p)~4, which i s  square and so
# can be absorbed in to  y~2:
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Elv := factor(Y /,*(v-2*I*p)~4)/4;
# This gave the resu lt:
# (v+2*I*p)*(v-2*I*p)*(v-2*p)*v
# where the lin ea r  factor  v -2 *p
# arose from x -  I
# [as can be seen from numer of
# factor(su b s(x= (v+ 2*p *I)/(v -2*p *I), ( x - I ) ) ) ]
# which in  turn arose from
# FO = X~2 -  8*p~2. The general strategy
# t e l l s  us that we should f i r s t
# fin d  vO, the root of th is  factor: 
vO := so lv e (v -2 * p ,v );
# which of course g ives vO := 2*p;
# and now we map to  u = l/(v -v O ),
# with inverse v = vO + 1/u,
# which has the e f fe c t
# of mapping (v0 , 0) to  in f in ity :  
fa cto r( expand(subs(v = vO + 1/u, E lv)) );
# which gave the resu lt:
# 4* (2*p*u+l) * (8*p~2*u''2+l+4*p*u) /u~4
# We a lso  m ultip ly through by
# u~4, which g e ts  absorbed in to  the y~2: 
\%*u~4;
# . .  and a lin ea r  change in
# u takes i t  to  a n icer form:
factor (subs (u = (u-p)/(4*p~2) , \°/„))*4*p''4;
# which g ives: El: square = (u~2+p~2)*p*(u+p)
# S im ilarly  E2: square = (1-I)*p *x*(x-I)* (x -1 )
# We now see th a t :
# square = (1 -I)*p *x*(x -I)* (x -1 ) becomes: 
subs( x = (v+2*p*I)/(v-2*p*I), 
(1 -I )* p * x * (x -I )* (x -1 ));
# We can m ultip ly  through by
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# (v -  2*I*p)~4, which i s  square and so
# can be absorbed in to  y~2:
E2v := factor(\% *(v-2*I*p)~4);
# This gave the resu lt:
# (v+2*I*p)* (v-2*I*p)* (v-2*p)*8*p~2
# where the lin ea r  factor  v-2*p arose from x -  I
# [as can be seen from numer of
# factor(subs(x= (v+ 2*p*I)/(v -2*p*I), ( x - I ) ) ) ]
# which in  turn arose from
# FO = X~2 -  8*p~2. The general strategy
# t e l l s  us that we should f i r s t
# fin d  vO, the root of th is  factor:  
vO := so lv e (v -2 * p ,v );
# which of course g ives vO := 2*p;
# and now we map to  u = l/(v -v O ),
# with inverse v = vO + 1/u,
# which has the e f fe c t  of mapping (v0,0) to  in f in ity
# fa c to r ( expand(subs(v = vO + 1/u, E2v)) );
# N.B. We are required now
# to perform the same lin ea r  change on u
# for E2 that we did for El
# (so that u means the same thing in  both c a s e s ) .
# . .  and a lin ea r  change in
# u takes i t  to  a n icer form: 
sim p lify ( fa cto r
(subs (u = (u -p )/ (4*p~2) , \°/„))*(u-p)~4/256/p''6 );
# giving: E2: square = (u~2+p~2)*(u-p)
# Here, the u~2 + p~2
# i s  the quadratic common to  E1,E2 and
# the p*(u+p) and the u-p
# are the lin ea r  factors for E1,E2, resp ly .
# The u',2 + p"2 i s  our Qu,
# and the p*(u+p) and u-p are the
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# "conjugate" lin ea r  factor  over Q (sqrt(d)) = Q.
# Now go to  step  2.
Qu := u~2 + p~2;
L2u := p*(u+p);
d := 1;
# We now want to  compute
# L2rat and L2sqrtd such that
# L2u := L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d)
# = L2rat + L2sqrtd;
# We know that Liu := u-p =
# L2rat -  L2sqrtd*sqrt(d) = L2rat -  L2sqrtd;
# so that:
Liu := u-p;
L2rat := expandC (L2u + L lu)/2  );
L2sqrtd := expandC (L2u -  L lu)/2  );
# so that:
# L2u := L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d); 
a := co eff(Q u ,u ,2 );
b := co eff(Q u ,u ,1); 
c := co e ff(Q u ,u ,0 );
# so that Qu := a*u~2 + b*u + c; 
g2 := c o e f f (L 2rat,u ,1);
h2 := c o e ff(L 2 r a t ,u ,0 );
# so that L2rat := g2*u + h2; 
i2  := coeff(L 2 sq rtd ,u ,1);
j2 := co e ff(L 2 sq rtd ,u ,0 );
# so that L2sqrtd := i2*u + j2;
# Now, l e t  yy = r + s* sq rt(d ), so that:
# (r + s*sqrt(d ))''2
# = Qu*(L2rat + L 2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
El := (r + s*sq rt(d ))~2  -  
Qu*(L2rat + L2sqrtd*sqrt(d));
# so that our e l l i p t i c  curve i s  El = 0.
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# For th is  example,
# th is  g ives: El := (r+s)~2-(u+p)*(u'‘2+p''2)*p 
El := expand(El);
# Now s p l i t  El in to  i t s
# ra tion a l part and coeff of sqrt(d ):
Elsqrtd := 2*r*s -  Qu*L2sqrtd;
# which corresponds to: 2*r*s -  Qu*L2sqrtd
# that i s ,  the equation: 2*r*s = Qu*L2sqrtd. 
Elrat := expand(El -  sq rt(d )*E lsq rtd );
# Now, use the f i r s t  equation to  so lve for r: 
so lv e (E lsq r td ,r );
# which g ives: -l/2*u*(u+ p)~2/s
# and su b stitu te  in to  the second equation: 
eqna := subs(r=\°/„, E lrat);
# which g ives:
# Qu~2*L2sqrtd~2/(4*s~2)
# + d*s~2 = Qu*L2rat
# eqna := Qu~2*L2sqrtd~2/(4*s''2)
# + d*s"2 -  Qu*L2rat;
# Now le t  t  = s “2/Qu: 
eqnb := sim p lify(4*t*
subs(s = sqrt(t*Q u), eqna)/Qu);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd'’2 + 4*d*t"2 = 4*L2rat*t
# eqnb := L2sqrtd~2 + 4*d*t"2 -  4*L2rat*t;
# We want to  parametrise the
# genus 0 curve eqnb as t ( z ) ,u ( z ) .
# Rather than ju st  le t t in g  Maple
# choose some random param etrisation,
# i t ’s b e tter  to  f ix  a
# natural choice of basepoint, such
# as u = root of L2sqrtd,
# t  = 0, which s a t i s f i e s  eqnb.
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eqnc :=
s im p lify (su b s(t = L2sqrtd*z, eqnb)/L2sqrtd);
# which i s  the same as:
# L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z~2 = 4*L2rat*z
# eqnc := L2sqrtd + 4*d*L2sqrtd*z~2 -  4*L2rat*z;
# which in  th is  case is :
# eqnc := -p+4*p*z'‘2+4*z'‘2*u-u-4*z*u; 
uz := so lve(eqnc, u ) ;
# which g ives uz :=
# -p* (4*p*z''2+p-4*z*p+l+4*z'"2+4*z)
#/(-4*z*p+4*p*z''2+p-4*z'‘2-l-4*z)
# Of course, we could a lso  have
# ju st used the general formula for uz
# uz := -(j2+4*z'"2*d*j2-4*z*h2) 
#/(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g ives the same answer.
tz  := sim plify(subs(u=uz, L2sqrtd*z));
# which g ives:
# tz  := -8*z“2*p~2
# /(-4*z*p+4*p*z'‘2+p-4*z"'2-l-4*z) ;
# Again, we could a lso  have
# ju st used our general formula:
# tz  := 4*z~2*(h2*i2-g2*j2)
# /(i2+4*i2*z~2*d-4*z*g2);
# which g ives the same answer.
# Check that th is  i s  a param etrisation of eqnb: 
check := sim plify(subs(u=uz, t= tz , eqnb));
# Our new genus 2 curve i s  then s~2 = tz*Q u(uz); 
factor(sim p lify(tz*su b s(u = u z, Q u)));
# But in  any case, r e c a ll  that we are ju st  looking for
# genus 2 curve which maps to both o f :
# El : square = (u~2+p~2)*p*(u+p)
# E2 : square = (u'‘2+p''2)*(u-p)
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# Clearly th is  i s  achieved by:
# C : Y~2 = (X~4 + p~2)*(X"2 -  p ) ,
# sin ce the map (X,Y) |->  (X~2,Y) i s  from th is  curve
# to  E2, and the map (X,Y) |->  (-p~2/X~2, p*Y/X~3)
# So, a fte r  s ta r tin g  with
# Y~2 = (X~4 + p~2)*(X“2 + p) and
# performing two cy c les ,
# we get Y~2 = (X~4 + p~2)*(X~2 -  p) .
# Of course, geom etrically
# we are now back to  the orig in a l
# curve, s in ce  (X,Y) |->  (I*X, I*Y)
# i s  a b ira tio n a l transformation
# between Y~2 = (X~4 + p~2)*(X~2 + p)
# and Y~2 = (X^4 + p"2)*(X"2 -  p ) .
# So, a fte r  two complete cy c les ,
# we get back to  a curve
# which i s  b ir a tio n a lly  equivalent
# over Q (I), but not over Q.
# Note a lso  that we never used
# (in  any of the above) that
# p i s  prime. A ll of the above
# work for p being any ration a l number.
# Note a lso  that the f in a l
# curve i s  the same as the startin g
# curve, but with p replaced
# by -p . I f  we l e t  pp denote -p ,
# then are a fte r -2 -c y c le s  curve
# is :  Y~2 = (X~4 + pp"'2)*(X~2 + pp) .
# So, a further 2 cycles w ill
# take i t  to : Y~2 = (X'"4 + pp~2)*(X~2 -  pp)
# which i s  ju st:  Y~2 = (X"4 + p~2)*(X~2 + p ) .
# So, r e p e t it io n  must occur in  4 cycles!
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B.1.4 M agma code relating to  Selmer bound com pu­
tations in Chapters 4,5
#Here I describe the commands used in  Magma 
#to show that for the curve 
#(x~2+p) (x's4+p'‘2) and i t s  s im ilar curves 
# ( ie .  those in  the c y c le ) , that the 
#Selmer bounds w il l  evade both 
#Chabauty, th is  method e tc .
#For p=31, a l l  commands are given.
#For p=47 and p=79,
# ju st replace 31 in  a l l  the curves below
#The f i r s t  curve we
#consider i s  $(x~2+31) (x~4+31~2)$.
P<x> := Polynom ialRing(RationalsO) ;
Cl := (x~2+31)*(x~4+31~2);
Jacl := Jacobian(H yperellipticC urve(C l));
SetVerboseC JacHypSelmer" , 1) ;
TwoSelmerGroupData(Jacl);
#This command provides the Selmer bound as $2$.
#For the next genus two curve in  the cycle we look at
# (x~2-8*p~2)*(x+2*p)*x*(x+4*p) where p=31
# We im itate the above Magma commands.
P<x> := Polynom ialR ing(R ationalsO );
C2 := (x~2-(8*31*31))* (x+ (2*31))* (x+ (4*31))*x;
Jac2 := Jacobian(H yperellipticC urve(C 2));
SetVerboseC1 JacHypSelmer",1 );
TwoSelmerGroupData(Jac2);
#Here we get the rank bound of $2$.
#The next curve i s  ju st  the f i r s t  with 31 replaced by -31.
#The commands are th u s . . .
P<x> := Polynom ialR ing(R ationalsO );
C3 := (x~2-31)*(x~4+(-31)~2);
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Jac3 := Jacobian(H yperellipticCurve(C3));
SetVerbose("JacHypSelmer",1);
TwoSelmerGroupData(Jacl);
#Here we get Selmer bound of $3$.
#The f in a l  curve commands w ill  be 
P<x> := Polynom ialRing(RationalsO) ;
C4 := (x ~ 2 -(8 * (-3 1 )* (-3 1 )))* (x + (2 * (-3 1 )))* (x + (4 * (-3 1 )))* x ;
Jac4 := Jacobian(H yperellipticC urve(C 4));
SetVerbose("JacHypSelmer", 1);
TwoSelmerGroupData(Jac4);
#Here we get rank bound of $2$.
B.1.5 Apecs commands relating to  Selmer bound com­
putations in Chapters 4,5
#Now we need to check the e l l ip t i c  curves.
#Commands below are for Apecs.
#F irst cycle  is :  y~2 = x*(x~2 + 31~2)
E in (0 ,0 ,0 ,3 1 ~ 2 ,0 );
RkNCO;
#Unconditionally rank 1 with point
#of in f in i t e  order, found by the command >RR;
# Second cycle  i s :  y~2 = (x + 2*31)*x*(x + 4*31)
E in (0 ,1 8 6 ,0 ,7 6 8 8 ,0 );RkNCO;
#Unconditionally rank 1
#Third cycle  is :  y~2 = x*(x'"2 + 17~2)
#This i s  exactly  the same as the f i r s t  curve 
#Fourth cycle  g ives: y~2 = (x -  2*31)*x*(x -  4*31)
E in (0 ,-1 8 6 ,0 ,7 6 8 8 ,0 );
RkNCO;
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